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Being trans in the 

EU – Comparative 

analysis of the EU 

LGBT survey data 

December 2014 

Trans persons, or those whose gender identity and/or 

gender expression differs from the sex assigned to 

them at birth, face frequent discrimination, 

harassment and violence across the EU today. The 

evidence collected and analysed from this survey 

should serve politicians and policy makers as they 

strive to craft legislation, policies and strategies that 

better safeguard the fundamental rights of 

trans persons. 

en 

 

Toolkit 

Making rights real – 

A guide for local and 

regional authorities 

December 2014 

The booklet aims to provide local and regional officials 

with a framework for understanding more about 

fundamental rights and applying them when making 

decisions and completing their regular tasks and 

activities. en 

 

Fundamental Rights 

Conference 2014 

"Fundamental 

rights and migration 

to the EU": 

Conference 

conclusions 

December 2014 

On 10–11 November, the European Union Agency for 

Fundamental Rights, together with the Italian 

Presidency of the Council of the EU, held its annual 

Fundamental Rights Conference, which was this year 

dedicated to the topic of fundamental rights and 

migration to the EU. The Conclusions contain 

suggestions and concerns voiced by participants at 

the conference, from plenary speakers and panellists 

through to members of the thematic working groups. 

en – fr – de 

 

Fundamental rights 

at airports: border 

checks at five 

international 

airports in the 

European Union 

November 2014 

The report examines the procedures for and conduct 

of checks that border guards carry out on third-

country national passengers entering EU territory at 

five international airports. Practical border 

management tasks raise questions about the 

application of fundamental rights such as the right to 

human dignity, non-discrimination, the prohibition of 

trafficking in human beings, the right to asylum, the 

rights of the child, the right to an effective remedy 

and the right to the protection of personal data. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/being-trans-eu-comparative-analysis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/being-trans-eu-comparative-analysis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/being-trans-eu-comparative-analysis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/being-trans-eu-comparative-analysis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/making-rights-real-guide-local-and-regional-authorities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/making-rights-real-guide-local-and-regional-authorities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/making-rights-real-guide-local-and-regional-authorities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-airports-border-checks-five-international-airports-european
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-airports-border-checks-five-international-airports-european
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-airports-border-checks-five-international-airports-european
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-airports-border-checks-five-international-airports-european
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-airports-border-checks-five-international-airports-european
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-airports-border-checks-five-international-airports-european
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/making-rights-real-guide-local-and-regional-authorities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2014-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-third-country-nationals-airport-border-checks-cover.jpg
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Fundamental rights 

at land borders: 

findings from 

selected European 

Union border 

crossing points 

November 2014 

Together with two FRA sister reports on the EU’s air 

and southern sea borders, this report’s findings serve 

to inform EU and Member State practitioners and 

policy makers of fundamental rights challenges that 

can emerge at land borders. Increased awareness 

should also help to create a shared understanding 

among border guards of what fundamental 

obligations mean for their daily work, ultimately 

enhancing fundamental rights compliance at the EU’s 

external borders. 

en 

 

Roma survey – 

Data in focus: 

Discrimination 

against and living 

conditions of Roma 

women in 11 EU 

Member States 

October 2014 

Equality is one of the five values on which the EU is 

founded; yet women here face inequalities in many 

respects. Extreme poverty, exclusion and 

discrimination burden Roma women even further. 

Improving Roma women’s educational attainment, 

enhancing their access and employment prospects, 

ensuring access to health facilities and tackling 

discrimination are a key test of the EU’s ability to 

create a more inclusive environment for all extremely 

marginalised groups. 

en 

(fr – de) 

 

Roma survey – 

Data in focus:  

Education: the 

situation of Roma in 

11 EU Member 

States 

October 2014 

This report examines the results of FRA’s 2011 Roma 

survey on education, which show that considerable 

gaps between Roma and non-Roma children persist 

at all educational levels. Unequal access to education 

can lead to unequal access to employment, housing 

and health and ultimately reduce Roma’s chances to 

enjoy their fundamental rights. Improving the 

educational situation of Roma is a litmus test of the 

EU’s ability to achieve progress in the inclusion of all 

extremely marginalised groups. 

en 

(fr – de) 

 

Roma survey – 

Data in focus:  

Poverty and 

employment: the 

situation of Roma in 

11 EU Member 

States 

October 2014 

This report presents the results of FRA’s 2011 Roma 

survey on poverty and employment, which show, for 

example, that although most Roma are actively 

seeking a job, only about a third of those surveyed 

has paid work, which is often precarious and informal. 

It reveals multiple challenges: very low employment 

rates were observed, in particular for young Roma. 

Concerted efforts are needed to break through the 

cycle of disadvantage. 

en 

(fr – de) 

 

Addressing forced 

marriage in the EU: 

legal provisions and 

promising practices 

Working & 

discussion paper 

October 2014 

Primarily using data and information collected from 

five EU Member States, this paper briefly describes 

the phenomenon of forced marriage and selected 

legislative measures taken to address it. It lists 

promising practices for the prevention of forced 

marriage and for supporting victims. The paper covers 

only one among many forms of violence against 

women analysed by FRA in its Violence against 

women: an EU-wide survey. Main results report. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-land-borders-findings-selected-european-union-border-crossing
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-land-borders-findings-selected-european-union-border-crossing
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-land-borders-findings-selected-european-union-border-crossing
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-land-borders-findings-selected-european-union-border-crossing
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-land-borders-findings-selected-european-union-border-crossing
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-land-borders-findings-selected-european-union-border-crossing
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/discrimination-against-and-living-conditions-roma-women-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/discrimination-against-and-living-conditions-roma-women-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/discrimination-against-and-living-conditions-roma-women-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/discrimination-against-and-living-conditions-roma-women-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/discrimination-against-and-living-conditions-roma-women-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/education-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/education-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/education-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/education-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/poverty-and-employment-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/poverty-and-employment-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/poverty-and-employment-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/poverty-and-employment-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/poverty-and-employment-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/addressing-forced-marriage-eu-legal-provisions-and-promising-practices
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/addressing-forced-marriage-eu-legal-provisions-and-promising-practices
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/addressing-forced-marriage-eu-legal-provisions-and-promising-practices
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/addressing-forced-marriage-eu-legal-provisions-and-promising-practices
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-third-country-nationals-land-border-checks-cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-roma-survey-gender-cover_en.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-roma-survey-education-cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-roma-survey-employment-cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/forced_marriages_cover.jpg
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EU LGBT survey – 

European Union 

lesbian, gay, 

bisexual and 

transgender survey 

– Main results 

October 2014 

FRA launched in 2012 its EU online survey of LGBT 

persons’ experiences of discrimination, violence and 

harassment. By analysing the survey results, this 

report will assist the EU institutions and Member 

States in identifying the fundamental rights 

challenges facing LGBT people living in the EU and 

Croatia and support the development of effective and 

targeted European and national legal and policy 

responses to address the needs of LGBT persons and 

ensure the protection of their fundamental rights. 

en 

 

Fundamental rights 

at airports: border 

checks at five 

international 

airports in the 

European Union 

Summary 

October 2014 

This summary, and the related full report, look at how 

fundamental rights obligations translate into practical 

border management tasks. The report points out 

challenges as well as promising practices of 

integrating fundamental rights compliance into 

operational tasks that do not compromise but instead 

enhance the effectiveness of border checks. 

en – fr 

(de – it– nl) 

 

Antisemitism 

Summary overview 

of the situation in 

the European Union 

2003–2013 

October 2014 

The update relates to manifestations of antisemitism 

as they are recorded by official and unofficial sources 

in the 28 EU Member States. Antisemitism can be 

expressed in the form of verbal and physical attacks, 

threats, harassment, property damage, graffiti or 

other forms of text, including hate speech on the 

internet. 

en 

 

Highlights 2013 

Fundamental rights: 

key legal and policy 

developments 

in 2013 

July 2014 

This year’s summary of the FRA Annual report – 

Highlights 2013 – puts the spotlight on key legal and 

policy developments in the field of fundamental rights 

in 2013. 
en – fr 

(de) 

 

Handbook 
Guardianship for 

children deprived 

of parental care  

June 2014 

This handbook aims to strengthen the protection of 

children, specifically addressing the particular needs 

of child victims of trafficking. It is designed to help 

standardise guardianship practice, and provides 

guidance and recommendations to EU Member States 

on strengthening their guardianship systems, aiming 

to improve conditions for children under guardianship 

and promote respect for their fundamental rights. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-main
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-main
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-main
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-main
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-main
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-main
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/summary-fundamental-rights-eu-international-airports
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/summary-fundamental-rights-eu-international-airports
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/summary-fundamental-rights-eu-international-airports
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/summary-fundamental-rights-eu-international-airports
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/summary-fundamental-rights-eu-international-airports
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/summary-fundamental-rights-eu-international-airports
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2003-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2003-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2003-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2003-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2003-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2013-highlights-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2013-highlights-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2013-highlights-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2013-highlights-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2013-highlights-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/guardianship-children-deprived-parental-care-handbook-reinforce-guardianship
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/guardianship-children-deprived-parental-care-handbook-reinforce-guardianship
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/guardianship-children-deprived-parental-care-handbook-reinforce-guardianship
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-eu-lgbt-survey-main-results_cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014_third-country-nationals-airport-border-checks_en.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014_antisemitism-update-2003-2013_cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-annual-report-highlights-2013-cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-guardianship-children-cover.jpg
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Handbook on 

European law 

relating to asylum, 

borders and 

immigration 

June 2014 

The Handbook on European law relating to asylum, 

borders and immigration is jointly produced by the 

European Court of Human Rights and the FRA. It 

examines the relevant law in the field of asylum, 

borders and immigration stemming from both 

European systems: the European Union and the 

Council of Europe. It provides an accessible guide to 

the various European standards relevant to asylum, 

borders and immigration. 

2014 edition 

en - fr - de 

bg - el - es - 

hr - hu - it - 

pl - ro 

(cz - et - lt -  

pt - sl -  

sv - sk) 

 

Handbook on 

European data 

protection law 

June 2014 

The rapid development of information and 

communication technologies underscores the 

growing need for the robust protection of personal 

data – a right safeguarded by both EU and Council of 

Europe instruments. The handbook explains key 

jurisprudence, summarising major rulings of both the 

ECtHR and the CJEU. Where no such case law exists, it 

presents practical illustrations with hypothetical 

scenarios. In a nutshell, this handbook aims to help 

ensure that the right to data protection is upheld with 

vigour and determination. 

2nd edition  

en - fr - de 

bg - el - es - 

fi - hr - hu -  

it - lt - nl -  

pl - pt - ro -  

sk - sl 

(cz - et -  

lv - sv)  

 

Annual activity 

report 2013 

June 2014 

FRA’s Annual activity report 2013 summarises the 

agency’s activities carried out over the past year in 

light of its key performance indicators. The report’s 

annexes outline the agency’s performance 

measurement framework, as well as its main 

achievements by project in 2013. 
en - fr 

 

FRA Annual report 

2013 

Fundamental rights: 

challenges and 

achievements in 

2013 

June 2014 

This Annual report looks at fundamental rights-

related developments in ten areas. It features two 

new chapters: one on Roma integration, following the 

drawing up of the national Roma integration 

strategies, and a second looking at the EU Charter of 

Fundamental Rights and in particular at its use in 

national courts as it approaches its 5th anniversary as 

a binding document. The Focus section this year deals 

with an EU internal strategic framework for 

fundamental rights. 

en - fr 

(de) 

 

The right to political 

participation for 

persons with 

disabilities: human 

rights indicators 

May 2014 

The report analyses data on the situation of political 

participation of persons with disabilities collected 

from across the 28 EU Member States by FRA and the 

European Commission-funded Academic Network of 

European Disability Experts (ANED). en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/handbook-european-law-relating-asylum-borders-and-immigration
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/handbook-european-law-relating-asylum-borders-and-immigration
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/handbook-european-law-relating-asylum-borders-and-immigration
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/handbook-european-law-relating-asylum-borders-and-immigration
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/handbook-european-law-relating-asylum-borders-and-immigration
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/handbook-european-data-protection-law
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/handbook-european-data-protection-law
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/handbook-european-data-protection-law
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/annual-activity-report-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/annual-activity-report-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2013
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/indicators-political-participation-persons-disabilities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/indicators-political-participation-persons-disabilities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/indicators-political-participation-persons-disabilities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/indicators-political-participation-persons-disabilities
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/indicators-political-participation-persons-disabilities
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra_handbook_en_couv_ecthr-1.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-annual-activity-report-2013-cover_en.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-annual-report-2013-cover-image.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-right-political-participation-persons-disabilities-cover.jpg
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Factsheet: 

Introducing FRA – 

the EU Agency for 

Fundamental Rights 

May 2014 

An introduction to the work of the FRA. 

en 

 

The right to political 

participation of 

persons with 

disabilities 

Summary 

April 2014 

The report analyses data on the situation of political 

participation of persons with disabilities collected 

from across the 28 EU Member States by FRA and the 

European Commission-funded Academic Network of 

European Disability Experts (ANED). 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da - 

el - es - et - 

fi - hr - hu -  

it - lt - lv -  

nl - pl - pt - 

ro - sk - sl - 

sv 

 

Criminalisation of 

migrants in an 

irregular situation 

and of persons 

engaging with them 

March 2014 

This paper examines the sanctions applied to 

counteract irregular migration, building on previous 

work by FRA on the rights of migrants in an irregular 

situation. It compares EU Member States’ legislation 

and case law in this field, analysing the findings in 

light of relevant EU law. Based on this analysis, the 

paper proposes changes to policies against the 

smuggling of human beings, to render them more 

sensitive to fundamental rights. 

en 

 

Violence against 

women: an EU-wide 

survey –Main 

results 

March 2014 

This FRA survey is the first of its kind on violence 

against women across the 28 Member States of the 

EU. It is based on interviews with 42,000 women 

across the EU, who were asked about their 

experiences of physical, sexual and psychological 

violence, including incidents of intimate partner 

violence (‘domestic violence’). The survey also 

included questions on stalking, sexual harassment, 

and the role played by new technologies in women’s 

experiences of abuse. In addition, it asked about their 

experiences of violence in childhood. 

en 

 

Violence against 

women: an EU-wide 

survey – Results at 

a glance 

March 2014 

This report presents the first results from the most 

comprehensive survey to date at the level of the EU 

(and worldwide) on women’s diverse experiences of 

violence. What emerges is a picture of extensive 

abuse that affects many women’s lives but is 

systematically underreported to the authorities. The 

scale of violence against women is therefore not 

reflected by official data. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da - 

el - es - et - 

fi - hr - hu -  

it - lt - lv -  

nl - pl - pt - 

ro - sk -  

sl - sv 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/introducing-fra-eu-agency-fundamental-rights
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/introducing-fra-eu-agency-fundamental-rights
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http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/criminalisation-migrants-irregular-situation-and-persons-engaging-them
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/criminalisation-migrants-irregular-situation-and-persons-engaging-them
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-main-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-main-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-main-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-main-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-results-at-a-glance
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-results-at-a-glance
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-results-at-a-glance
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-results-at-a-glance
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/2014-fra-factsheet_en.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-political-participation-persons-disabilities-summary-cover_en.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-criminalisation-of-migrants-cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-vaw-survey-main-results-cover_en.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-vaw-survey-at-a-glance-cover.jpg
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Factsheet :  

Violence against 

women: an EU-wide 

survey 

March 2014 

This factsheet presents some examples of survey 

findings, which are placed alongside general 

considerations as possible ‘ways forward’ for 

responding to violence against women. The FRA 

survey results aim to support policy makers and other 

stakeholders in tackling violence against women 

across the EU.  

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da - 

el - es - et - 

fi - hr - hu -  

it - lt - lv -  

nl - pl - pt - 

ro - sk -  

sl - sv 

 

Technical report: 

Violence against 

women: an EU-wide 

survey - Survey 

methodology, 

sample and 

fieldwork  

March 2014 

This technical report presents a detailed overview of 

the research methods used by FRA when collecting 

survey data on women’s personal experiences of 

various forms of violence. 

en 

 

FRA Opinion on 

a proposal to 

establish a 

European Public 

Prosecutor’s Office 

February 2014 

The proposal to establish a European Public 

Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO), mandated to prosecute 

crimes against the financial interests of the European 

Union, raises a number of fundamental rights issues. 

Following a request from the European Parliament, 

FRA has published an Opinion that analyses these 

issues and suggests ways of answering fundamental 

rights concerns. 

en 

 

Handbook on 

European data 

protection law 

January 2014 

The rapid development of information and 

communication technologies underscores the 

growing need for the robust protection of personal 

data – a right safeguarded by both EU and Council of 

Europe instruments. The handbook explains key 

jurisprudence, summarising major rulings of both the 

ECtHR and the CJEU. Where no such case law exists, it 

presents practical illustrations with hypothetical 

scenarios. In a nutshell, this handbook aims to help 

ensure that the right to data protection is upheld with 

vigour and determination. 

1st edition  

en  

 

 

Access to data 

protection remedies 

in EU Member 

States 

January 2014 

Technological advances make it ever more important 

to safeguard the right to personal data. This FRA 

socio‑legal project offers an analysis of the 28 EU 

Member States’ data protection regimes and of 

interviews with relevant parties in 16 Member States. 

It highlights the challenges people face when seeking 

remedies to data protection violations. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-results-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-results-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-results-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-technical-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-technical-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-technical-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-technical-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-technical-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/vaw-survey-technical-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2014/fra-opinion-proposal-establish-european-public-prosecutors-office
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2014/fra-opinion-proposal-establish-european-public-prosecutors-office
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2014/fra-opinion-proposal-establish-european-public-prosecutors-office
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2014/fra-opinion-proposal-establish-european-public-prosecutors-office
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2014/fra-opinion-proposal-establish-european-public-prosecutors-office
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-vaw-survey-factsheet-cover_en.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2014-violence-against-women-technical-report_en-cover.jpg
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Access to data 

protection remedies 

in EU Member 

States 

Summary 

January 2014 

This summary presents the FRA’s main research 

conclusions, which are published in full in the main 

report: Access to data protection remedies in EU 

Member States. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da - 

el - es - fi - 

hr -hu - it -  

lt - lv - nl -  

pl - pt - ro - 

sk - sl - sv 

 

Roma Pilot Survey – 

Technical report: 

methodology, 

sampling and 

fieldwork 

January 2014 

This report describes how the FRA Roma Pilot survey 

was carried out and the fieldwork outcomes in 11 EU 

Member States. The survey methodology FRA 

developed, in consultation with experts and other 

partners, should serve as an example to EU Member 

States and other researchers on sampling and 

interviewing Roma. The methodology can be used to 

collect better evidence on the situation of Roma and 

to support EU and Member State policy making 

en 

2013 

 

Fundamental rights 

in the future of the 

European Union’s 

Justice and Home 

Affairs 

Working & 

discussion paper 

December 2013 

In this paper, FRA looks at the overall institutional 

framework of the EU fundamental rights policy. Some 

of the proposals it contains include introducing an EU 

‘fundamental rights policy cycle’ and a ‘European 

fundamental rights information system’. It also 

discusses the most pertinent fundamental rights 

elements in other policy areas of freedom, security 

and justice. 

en 

 

Racism, 

discrimination, 

intolerance and 

extremism: learning 

from experiences in 

Greece and Hungary 

December 2013 

This thematic situation report examines the 

effectiveness of responses by public authorities, civil 

society organisations and others to counter racism, 

discrimination, intolerance and extremism in Greece 

and Hungary. The report goes on to make proposals 

for fighting racist crime, increasing trust in the police, 

and combating extremism throughout the EU. 

en 

el - hu 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/access-data-protection-remedies-eu-member-states-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/roma-pilot-survey-technical-report-methodology-sampling-and-fieldwork
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/roma-pilot-survey-technical-report-methodology-sampling-and-fieldwork
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/roma-pilot-survey-technical-report-methodology-sampling-and-fieldwork
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/roma-pilot-survey-technical-report-methodology-sampling-and-fieldwork
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/roma-pilot-survey-technical-report-methodology-sampling-and-fieldwork
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-future-european-unions-justice-and-home-affairs
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-future-european-unions-justice-and-home-affairs
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-future-european-unions-justice-and-home-affairs
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-future-european-unions-justice-and-home-affairs
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-future-european-unions-justice-and-home-affairs
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/racism-discrimination-intolerance-and-extremism-learning-experiences-greece-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/racism-discrimination-intolerance-and-extremism-learning-experiences-greece-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/racism-discrimination-intolerance-and-extremism-learning-experiences-greece-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/racism-discrimination-intolerance-and-extremism-learning-experiences-greece-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/racism-discrimination-intolerance-and-extremism-learning-experiences-greece-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/racism-discrimination-intolerance-and-extremism-learning-experiences-greece-and
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-submission-on-the-future-of-eu-justice-cover-image.jpg
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Fundamental rights-

based police 

training – A manual 

for police trainers 

December 2013 

Police officers who ensure that people are able to 

exercise their fundamental rights and freedoms earn 

the respect and trust of the public. With this in mind, 

this manual sets out to foster such human rights-

based police work by integrating human rights training 

into the heart of police training, in line with the 

European Union’s goals in the field of justice and home 

affairs. 

en  

(fr - de) 

 

Fundamental Rights 

Conference 2013 

"Combating hate 

crime in the EU" : 

Conference 

conclusions 

December 2013 

The Fundamental Rights Conference 2013 was 

organised by FRA in cooperation with the Lithuanian 

Presidency of the Council of the EU. The focus of the 

conference was on the issue of ‘Combating hate crime 

in the EU’. The conference discussions resulted in a 

variety of concrete suggestions by conference 

participants. 

en 

 

Discrimination and  

hate crime against 

Jews in EU Member 

States: experiences 

and perceptions of 

antisemitism 

November 2013 

This FRA survey is the first-ever to collect comparable 

data on Jewish people’s experiences and perceptions of 

antisemitism, hate-motivated crime and discrimination 

across eight EU Member States. Its findings reveal a 

worrying level of discrimination, particularly in 

employment and education, a widespread fear of 

victimisation and heightening concern about 

antisemitism online. 

en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet:  

Jewish people’s 

experiences of 

discrimination and 

hate crime in 

European Union 

Member States 

November 2013 

This factsheet presents the key findings identified in the 

report on Discrimination and hate crime against Jews in 

EU Member States: experiences and perceptions of 

antisemitism. en - fr - de 

hu- it - lv - nl - 

sv - he 

 

Technical report: 

Discrimination and 

hate crime against 

Jews in EU Member 

States: experiences 

and perceptions of 

antisemitism 

November 2013 

This FRA survey is the first-ever to collect comparable 

data on Jewish people’s experiences and perceptions of 

antisemitism, hate-motivated crime and discrimination 

in Belgium, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, 

Sweden and the United Kingdom. This technical report 

gives an overview of the survey methodology, sample 

and of the questionnaire. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-based-police-training-manual-police-trainers
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-based-police-training-manual-police-trainers
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-based-police-training-manual-police-trainers
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-based-police-training-manual-police-trainers
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2013-combating-hate-crime-eu-conference-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2013-combating-hate-crime-eu-conference-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2013-combating-hate-crime-eu-conference-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2013-combating-hate-crime-eu-conference-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2013-combating-hate-crime-eu-conference-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/fundamental-rights-conference-2013-combating-hate-crime-eu-conference-conclusions
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member-states-experiences-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member-states-experiences-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member-states-experiences-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member-states-experiences-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member-states-experiences-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member-states-experiences-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/jewish-peoples-experience-discrimination-and-hate-crime-european-union-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/jewish-peoples-experience-discrimination-and-hate-crime-european-union-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/jewish-peoples-experience-discrimination-and-hate-crime-european-union-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/jewish-peoples-experience-discrimination-and-hate-crime-european-union-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/jewish-peoples-experience-discrimination-and-hate-crime-european-union-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/jewish-peoples-experience-discrimination-and-hate-crime-european-union-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/technical-report-fra-survey-discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/technical-report-fra-survey-discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/technical-report-fra-survey-discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/technical-report-fra-survey-discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/technical-report-fra-survey-discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/technical-report-fra-survey-discrimination-and-hate-crime-against-jews-eu-member
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/frc2013-conclusions-1.jpg
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Antisemitism: 

Summary overview 

of the situation in 

the European Union  

2002–2012 

November 2013 

The update assembles statistical data covering the 

period 1 January 2002–31 December 2012 on 

antisemitic incidents collected by supranational, 

governmental and non-governmental sources and 

gives a summary overview on the situation. en 

 

FRA opinion on 

Framework Decision 

on Racism and 

Xenophobia 

October 2013 

This FRA opinion is divided into two sections. The first 

section briefly assesses the impact of the Framework 

Decision on Racism and Xenophobia on the rights of 

victims and contrasts this with an assessment of certain 

aspects of victims’ rights recognised in other 

instruments of secondary EU legislation. The second 

section explores options and requirements to improve 

the situation of victims’ rights in the area of hate crime 

based on FRA research. 

en - fr - de 

 

FRA Opinion on the 

situation of equality 

in the European 

Union 10 years on 

from initial 

implementation of 

the equality 

directives 

October 2013 

Drawing on evidence gathered in its surveys and 

reports, FRA submits a set of opinions aimed at 

improving the protection against discrimination. These 

could be taken into account in the implementation and 

the eventual reform of the EU legal framework on the 

protection against discrimination. 
en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet:  

Legal capacity of 

persons with 

intellectual 

disabilities and 

persons with 

mental health 

problems 

October 2013 

This factsheet presents the key challenges identified in 

the report on Legal capacity of persons with intellectual 

disabilities and persons with mental health problems.  

The entry into force of the CRPD has prompted 

discussions about the current legal frameworks 

governing legal capacity in the EU Member States, 

aiming at developing models based on supported 

decision making which promote the independence and 

autonomy of persons with disabilities. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

hr - it - lv - lt - 

hu - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 

 

Analysis of FRA 

Roma survey 

results by gender 

Working & 

discussion paper 

September 2013 

This paper provides an analysis of data collected 

through FRA’s Roma Survey broken down by gender 

and covering the core areas of employment, education, 

housing and health, as well as any other gender‑

sensitive policy areas. The paper is the result of a 

request made by the President of the European 

Parliament to FRA on 27 June 2013. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2001-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2001-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2001-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2001-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/antisemitism-summary-overview-situation-european-union-2001-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-framework-decision-racism-and-xenophobia-special-attention-rights-victims
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-framework-decision-racism-and-xenophobia-special-attention-rights-victims
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-framework-decision-racism-and-xenophobia-special-attention-rights-victims
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-framework-decision-racism-and-xenophobia-special-attention-rights-victims
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/opinion/2013/fra-opinion-situation-equality-european-union-10-years-initial-implementation-equality
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/analysis-fra-roma-survey-results-gender
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/analysis-fra-roma-survey-results-gender
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/analysis-fra-roma-survey-results-gender
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/ep-request-roma-women-cover.jpg
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EASY READ 

Laws about being 

able to make 

important decisions 

for yourself 

September 2013 

This summary in easy read format provides information 

about FRA’s work on the right to equal recognition 

before the law.  

This book will tell you about at laws in the European 

Union. These laws are about being allowed to make 

important decisions for yourself. This is called legal 

capacity. Legal capacity means that you are allowed to 

make important decisions for yourself. 

en – fr – de 

 

Fundamental rights 

at Europe’s 

southern 

sea borders  

Summary 

August 2013 

This FRA report examines the conditions at Europe’s 

southern sea borders with respect to the most 

fundamental rights of a person, the right to life and the 

right not to be sent back to torture, persecution or 

inhuman treatment. It looks at sea border surveillance 

and disembarkation procedures, as well as general 

issues such as EU policy, training and Frontex-

coordinated operations, and examines practices across 

the EU Member States researched – Cyprus, Greece, 

Italy, Malta and Spain. 

en – de - fr 

el - es - it 

 

EU solidarity 

and Frontex: 

fundamental rights 

challenges 

August 2013 

The majority of irregular arrivals by sea to the EU occur 

in the Mediterranean. Although the phenomenon is not 

widespread throughout the EU, it affects the EU as a 

whole. This publication reviews the solidarity measures 

the EU has established to support those countries most 

affected by irregular arrivals by sea. It will focus on the 

fundamental rights challenges raised by such measures 

but will not discuss whether these measures are 

sufficient and adequate for genuinely sharing the costs 

associated with the arrivals. This publication will also 

touch upon EU funding instruments and intra-EU 

relocation from Malta and more thoroughly describe the 

operational cooperation with Frontex. 

en 

 

Legal capacity 

of persons with 

intellectual 

disabilities and 

persons with 

mental health 

problems 

July 2013 

This report is the last publication from the legal study 

carried out in the context of the FRA project on the 

'Fundamental rights of persons with intellectual 

disabilities and persons with mental health problems'. 

en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/laws-about-being-able-make-important-decisions-yourself
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/laws-about-being-able-make-important-decisions-yourself
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/laws-about-being-able-make-important-decisions-yourself
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/laws-about-being-able-make-important-decisions-yourself
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-solidarity-and-frontex-fundamental-rights-challenges
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-solidarity-and-frontex-fundamental-rights-challenges
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-solidarity-and-frontex-fundamental-rights-challenges
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-solidarity-and-frontex-fundamental-rights-challenges
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/legal-capacity-persons-intellectual-disabilities-and-persons-mental-health-problems-factsheet
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/tk3113807enc.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/tk3113808enc.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/legal-capacity-intellectual-disabilities-mental-health-problem.jpg
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FRA Symposium 

report  

Promoting the rule 

of law in the EU 

July 2013 

The 2013 FRA Symposium took place on 7 June in 

Vienna, and aimed at providing a platform to discuss 

and exchange ideas on the promotion of the rule of law 

in the EU. This report provides a summary of the 

discussions and working groups and presents the 

conclusions and possible next steps identified by each 

working group. 

en 

 

The European Union 

as a Community of 

values: 

safeguarding 

fundamental rights 

in times of crisis 

July 2013 

The Focus of the 2012 FRA Annual report is not limited 

to the socio-economic crisis, nor does it aim to explore 

its origins. Instead, it looks at the different crisis 

situations, including the constitutional crisis that 

unfolded in single EU Member States. It emphasises 

responses taken at EU and Member State level to 

safeguard the values ‘common’ to both Member States 

and the EU. 

en - fr - de  

 

Highlights 

Fundamental rights: 

key legal and policy 

developments 

in 2012 

June 2013 

The summary of the FRA Annual report – Highlights 

2012 – puts the spotlight on key legal and policy 

developments in the field of fundamental rights 

in 2012.  

en - fr - de 

 

FRA Annual report 

2012 

Fundamental rights: 

challenges and 

achievements 

in 2012 

June 2013 

Rising unemployment rates, fiscal consolidation and 

austerity measures across the EU, as well as public 

protest and constitutional conflicts in some EU Member 

States, all captured headlines in 2012. The crisis that the 

EU has been facing over the course of the past five 

years transcends issues of finance. It has implications 

for democratic legitimacy and the rule of law, and 

therefore also for the respect of fundamental rights. 

The crisis and its consequences called for action from 

institutional and policy actors at all levels of 

governance, civil society organisations and the general 

public to ensure that the EU and its Member States 

uphold their fundamental rights obligations.  

en - fr - de  

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/promoting-rule-law-european-union-fra-symposium-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/promoting-rule-law-european-union-fra-symposium-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/promoting-rule-law-european-union-fra-symposium-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/promoting-rule-law-european-union-fra-symposium-report
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/european-union-community-values-safeguarding-fundamental-rights-times-crisis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/european-union-community-values-safeguarding-fundamental-rights-times-crisis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/european-union-community-values-safeguarding-fundamental-rights-times-crisis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/european-union-community-values-safeguarding-fundamental-rights-times-crisis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/european-union-community-values-safeguarding-fundamental-rights-times-crisis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/european-union-community-values-safeguarding-fundamental-rights-times-crisis
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-key-legal-and-policy-developments-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/symposium-report-2013.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/annual-report-2013-highlights-cover.jpg
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Annual activity 

report 2012 

June 2013 

The founding regulation envisages that every year an 

annual report on activities has to be prepared and 

published. 

en - fr 

 

E-Book 

FRA Annual report 

2012 

Fundamental rights: 

challenges and 

achievements in 

2012 

November 2013 

In order to improve the accessibility of the Annual 

report to our readers, FRA launched the E-book version 

of the FRA’s 2012 Annual report on the EU bookshop 

website.  

en - fr  

 

Handbook on 

European law 

relating to asylum, 

borders and 

immigration 

June 2013 

The Handbook on European law relating to asylum, 

borders and immigration is jointly produced by the 

European Court of Human Rights and FRA. It examines 

the relevant law in the field of asylum, borders and 

immigration stemming from both European systems: 

the European Union and the Council of Europe. It 

provides an accessible guide to the various European 

standards relevant to asylum, borders and immigration. 

2013 version 

en - fr - de  

it 

 

EU LGBT survey – 

European Union 

lesbian, gay, 

bisexual and 

transgender survey 

– Results at a glance 

May 2013 

In light of a lack of comparable data on the respect, 

protection and fulfilment of the fundamental rights of 

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) persons, 

FRA launched in 2012 its EU online survey of LGBT 

persons’ experiences of discrimination, violence and 

harassment. 
en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet: 

LGBT persons' 

experiences of 

discrimination and 

hate crime in the EU 

and Croatia 

May 2013 

In 2010, the European Commission asked FRA to collect 

comparable data on discrimination and hate crime 

experienced by LGBT persons in all EU Member States 

and Croatia. In response, FRA launched in 2012 its EU 

LGBT online survey, which received 93,079 responses. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

hr - hu - it - lv - 

lt - nl - pl - pt - 

ro - sk - sl -  

fi - sv 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/annual-activity-report-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/annual-activity-report-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-challenges-and-achievements-2012
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/eu-lgbt-survey-european-union-lesbian-gay-bisexual-and-transgender-survey-results
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/lgbt-persons-experiences-discrimination-and-hate-crime-eu-and-croatia
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/lgbt-persons-experiences-discrimination-and-hate-crime-eu-and-croatia
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/lgbt-persons-experiences-discrimination-and-hate-crime-eu-and-croatia
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/lgbt-persons-experiences-discrimination-and-hate-crime-eu-and-croatia
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/lgbt-persons-experiences-discrimination-and-hate-crime-eu-and-croatia
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/cover-aar-2012.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra_handbook_en_couv_ecthr-1.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/eu-lgbt-survey-at-a-glance-cover.jpg
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Tackling racism and 

discrimination in 

sport – Guide of 

promising practices, 

initiatives 

and activities 

May 2013 

Many of us enjoy and take pride in supporting sports 

clubs and teams. Nevertheless, racism, xenophobia and 

antisemitism continue to blight sport. These 

phenomena persist in many sports, but tend to be most 

visible in football due to its popularity, its coverage and 

the number of people engaged in the sport at all levels. 
en 

 

Fundamental rights 

at Europe’s 

southern sea 

borders 

March 2013 

This FRA report examines the conditions at Europe’s 

southern sea borders with respect to the most 

fundamental rights of a person, the right to life and the 

right not to be sent back to torture, persecution or 

inhuman treatment. It looks at sea border surveillance 

and disembarkation procedures, as well as training and 

Frontex-coordinated operations. It examines practices 

across the EU Member States researched – Cyprus, 

Greece, Italy, Malta and Spain. 

en 

 

Inequalities 

and multiple 

discrimination 

in access to and  

quality 

of healthcare 

March 2013 

Certain people are seen as particularly vulnerable to 

unequal treatment, because they share a combination 

of characteristics that may trigger discrimination. A 

Roma woman sterilised without her informed consent, 

for example, has suffered discrimination not just 

because of her sex, as all women do not face this 

treatment, nor just because she is Roma, as Roma men 

may not face this treatment. The discriminatory 

treatment is based specifically on the intersection of her 

sex and ethnic origin. 

en 

 

Factsheet: 

Inequalities 

and multiple 

discrimination in  

access to 

and quality  

of healthcare 

March 2013 

The report 'Inequalities and multiple discrimination in 

access to and quality of healthcare' examines 

experiences of unequal treatment on more than one 

ground in healthcare, providing evidence of 

discrimination or unfair treatment. 

en – fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

hr - hu - it -  

lv - lt - nl - pl - 

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 

 

EASY READ 

How people are 

treated differently 

in healthcare 

March 2013 

This book will tell you about FRA’s work on how people 

might be treated differently in healthcare and on 

multiple discrimination in healthcare. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/tackling-racism-and-discrimination-sport-guide-promising-practices-initiatives-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/tackling-racism-and-discrimination-sport-guide-promising-practices-initiatives-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/tackling-racism-and-discrimination-sport-guide-promising-practices-initiatives-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/tackling-racism-and-discrimination-sport-guide-promising-practices-initiatives-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/tackling-racism-and-discrimination-sport-guide-promising-practices-initiatives-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/tackling-racism-and-discrimination-sport-guide-promising-practices-initiatives-and
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fundamental-rights-europes-southern-sea-borders-summary
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/factsheet-inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/factsheet-inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/factsheet-inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/factsheet-inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/factsheet-inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/factsheet-inequalities-and-multiple-discrimination-access-and-quality-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/how-people-are-treated-differently-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/how-people-are-treated-differently-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/how-people-are-treated-differently-healthcare
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/sea-borders-cover-image.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/multiple-discrimination-cover-image.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/easy-read-cover-image_0.jpg
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FRA Brief: 

Crimes motivated 

by hatred and 

prejudice in the EU 

March 2013 

The brief provides information about the situation on 

the ground in the EU as well as suggestions for the way 

in which the EU and its Member States could better 

address crimes motivated by hatred and prejudice. 

en - fr 

2012 

 

FRA opinion on the 

confiscation of 

proceeds of crime 

December 2012 

In relation to the European Commission proposal for a 

Directive on the freezing and confiscation of proceeds 

of crime in the European Union, the European 

Parliament requested advice from FRA on the extent to 

which confiscation of proceeds of crime could go 

without breaching fundamental rights. 
en 

 

Factsheet:  

Access to justice 

in cases of 

discrimination in 

the EU – Steps to 

further equality 

December 2012 

This factsheet provides an overview of the policy 

context and key issues from the report on Access to 

justice in cases of discrimination in the EU – Steps to 

further equality. It briefly explains the methodology of 

the study and outlines some of the enhancements 

which would improve access to justice regarding 

structures, procedures and support. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

hr - hu - it -  

lv - lt - nl - pl - 

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 

 

Access to justice 

in cases of 

discrimination in 

the EU – Steps to 

further equality 

December 2012 

The principle of non-discrimination is firmly established 

in EU legislation and includes provisions relating to 

access to justice. This report examines the process of 

seeking redress in cases of discrimination. It provides a 

detailed analysis of what the EU Member State bodies 

that deal with cases of discrimination do to support 

possible victims of discrimination and to offer them 

redress. It examines the factors obstructing effective 

remedies, such as the complexity of the complaints 

system, which discourage people from bringing cases 

and reinforce victims’ feelings of helplessness. 

en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fra-brief-crimes-motivated-hatred-and-prejudice-eu
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fra-brief-crimes-motivated-hatred-and-prejudice-eu
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2013/fra-brief-crimes-motivated-hatred-and-prejudice-eu
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
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Factsheet:  

Victim support 

services in the EU: 

an overview and 

assessment of 

victims’ rights 

in practice 

December 2012 

The EU and its Member States have undertaken many 

legislative and non-legislative initiatives in recent years 

to improve the situation of victims of crime, while work 

to promote the rights of victims is still ongoing. Some of 

the key concerns in the field include the role of the 

victim in criminal proceedings and facilitating access to 

criminal justice systems: in other words, ensuring that 

victims are recognised as persons with rights. These 

rights should be respected and safeguarded by the 

criminal justice system. 

en -fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

el - es - et - fi - 

fr - hu - it - lt - 

lv - nl - pl - pt - 

ro - sk - sl - sv 

 

EU-MIDIS –  

Data in Focus 6: 

Minorities 

as Victims of Crime 

November 2012 

The EU-MIDIS Data in Focus report 6 presents data on 

respondents’ experiences of victimisation across five 

types of crime, from theft to serious harassment. The 

report shows that every fourth person (24 %) of the 

23,500 respondents to the EU-MIDIS survey – the first 

EU-wide survey to specifically sample ethnic minority 

and immigrant groups on their perception of racially or 

ethnically motivated crime – said they had been a victim 

of crime at least once in the 12 months preceding the 

survey. 

en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet:  

Hate crime in the 

European Union 

November 2012 

Despite EU Member States’ efforts to combat 

discrimination and intolerance, including hate crime, 

there are indications that the situation is not improving. 

Continued and renewed violations of the fundamental 

rights of people living within the EU have instead been 

witnessed over the past few years, through verbal 

abuse, physical attacks or even murders motivated by 

prejudice. 

en - fr - de  

bg - cs - da -  

el - es - et - fi - 

hr - hu - it - lt - 

lv - nl - pl - pt - 

ro - sk - sl - sv 

 

Making hate crime 

visible in the 

European Union: 

acknowledging 

victims' rights 

November 2012 

Discrimination and intolerance persist in the EU despite 

the best efforts of Member States to root them out, FRA 

research shows. Verbal abuse, physical attacks and 

murders motivated by prejudice target EU society in all 

its diversity, from visible minorities to those with 

disabilities. This FRA report is designed to help the EU 

and its Member States to tackle these fundamental 

rights violations both by making them more visible and 

bringing perpetrators to account. 

en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/hate-crime-factsheet-cover.jpg
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/fra-2012_hate-crime-cover.jpg
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Handbook on the 

establishment and 

accreditation of 

National Human 

Rights Institutions 

in the European 

Union 

October 2012 

National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) protect and 

promote human rights at the national level, tackling 

systemic problems and raising fundamental rights 

awareness. To equip NHRIs to perform their role well, 

they should have, among other qualities, 

independence, powers and a broad mandate, in 

accordance with the so-called ‘Paris Principles’ which 

were adopted by the United Nations General Assembly 

in 1993 and set forth the primary minimum standards 

for an effective NHRI. 

en 

 

Conference paper:  

Bringing the Charter 

to life – 

opportunities and 

challenges of 

putting the EU 

Charter of 

Fundamental Rights 

into practice 

October 2012 

Copenhagen Seminar Report Danish Presidency of the 

Council of the EU and EU Agency for Fundamental Rights 

(15–16 March 2012) 

en 

 

FRA opinion on 

proposed EU data 

protection reform 

package 

October 2012 

This FRA opinion builds in particular on opinions 

published by the EDPS and the A29 WP which focus on 

data protection. It complements these by examining 

other relevant Charter rights. It focuses mainly on 

fundamental rights other than data protection, since the 

abovementioned opinions have thoroughly addressed 

this fundamental right. The opinion looks at both the 

draft regulation and directive as part of one single data 

protection 'reform package'. 

en- fr - de 

 

Factsheet:  

Data Protection 

reform package – 

FRA Opinion  

October 2012 

Data protection is an issue that affects a number of 

fundamental rights contained in the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights of the European Union. This 

factsheet outlines the considerations included in the 

opinion. It looks at the fundamental rights implications 

of the proposed ‘reform package’ in relation to: 

freedom of expression and information; freedom to 

conduct a business; rights of the child; access to 

documents; non-discrimination; and access to justice. 

en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/nhris-handbook-cover_0.png
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/copenhagen-report-cover.png
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Conference paper: 

FRA Symposium 

report - European 

Union data 

protection reform: 

new fundamental 

rights guarantees 

July 2012 

The 2012 Symposium of FRA focused on the 

fundamental rights dimension of the Data Protection 

Reform package, which the European Commission 

proposed on 25 January 2012. 

en 

 

S’cool Agenda  

2012–2013 

July 2012 

This is the fifth edition of the FRA S’cool Agenda. The 

S’cool Agenda seeks to raise awareness about 

fundamental rights among 12-to-18-years-olds. 

en – fr - de  

bg - it - ro 

 

Bringing rights 

to life: 

The fundamental 

rights landscape of 

the European Union 

June 2012 

This publication was originally published in 2012 as part 

of the FRA Annual Report: Fundamental rights: 

challenges and achievements in 2011. 

en – fr - de 

 

FRA Annual Report 

2011 

Fundamental rights: 

challenges and 

achievements in 

2011 

June 2012 

The Annual report chronicles the positive developments 

made in 2011 as well as the challenges facing the EU 

and its Member States in the field of fundamental 

rights, drawing on objective, reliable and comparable 

socio-legal data. It examines progress on EU and 

Member State rights obligations under the EU Charter of 

Fundamental Rights, covering the following topics: 

asylum, immigration and integration; border control and 

visa policy; information society and data protection; the 

rights of the child and protection of children; equality 

and non-discrimination; racism and ethnic 

discrimination; participation of EU citizens in the Union's 

democratic functioning; access to efficient and 

independent justice; and rights of crime victims. 

en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-annual-report-2012_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-annual-report-2012_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-annual-report-2012_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-annual-report-2012_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-annual-report-2012_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-annual-report-2012_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/data_protection_reform_symposium_report_cover.jpg
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Highlights 

Fundamental rights: 

key legal and policy 

developments in 

2011 

June 2012 

The summary of the FRA Annual report – Highlights 

2011 – chronicles the positive developments made in 

2011 as well as the challenges facing the EU and its 

Member States in the field of fundamental rights. It 

presents selected key issues in the fundamental rights 

field, covering the topics of the Annual report. 
en - fr - de 

 

Annual activity 

report 2011 

June 2012 

The FRA Annual activity report provides an account of 

the activities and achievements of the FRA during the 

previous year (in 2011). 

en - fr 

 

Antisemitism:  

Summary overview 

of the situation in 

the European Union  

2001–2011 

June 2012 

The update assembles statistical data covering the 

period 1 January 2001-31 December 2011 on 

antisemitic incidents collected by supranational, 

governmental and non-governmental sources. Notable 

antisemitic incidents that occurred in 2011 are 

highlighted throughout the report to reveal the reality 

behind the figures. The update shows that antisemitism 

remains a problem for civil society as a whole and for 

Jewish populations in particular across the EU.  

en 

 

Involuntary 

placement and 

involuntary 

treatment of 

persons with 

mental health 

problems 

June 2012 

Involuntary placement and involuntary treatment of 

persons with mental health problems affects the most 

fundamental of rights, including the right to liberty and 

the right to freedom from torture. Strict safeguards at 

United Nations and European level attempt to limit 

undue interference with such rights. This report 

analyses the shifting legal panorama and, informed by 

fieldwork in nine EU Member States on the actual 

experiences of those involuntarily placed and treated 

and other stakeholders, points to the need for a 

renewed discussion of compulsory placement and 

treatment in the EU. 

en - fr - de 
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Factsheet:  

Involuntary 

placement and 

involuntary 

treatment of 

persons with 

mental health 

problems 

June 2012 

This factsheet presents the key challenges identified by 

the FRA report on ‘Involuntary placement and 

involuntary treatment of persons with mental health 

problems.’ en - fr - de  
bg - da - el -  

hu - lv - ro - sv 

 

EASY READ 

Choice and control: 

the right to live 

independently – 

Experiences of 

people with 

intellectual 

disabilities 

June 2012 

This summary in easy read format provides information 

about FRA’s work on the right to live independently. 

en 

 

Choice and control:  

the right to  

independent living 

June 2012 

Article 19 of the United Nations Convention on the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities establishes the right 

to live independently and be included in the community. 

Drawing on the findings of interview-based research 

with persons with mental health problems and persons 

with intellectual disabilities, this report examines how 

they experience the principles of autonomy, inclusion 

and participation in their day-to-day lives. 

en - fr - de 

 

Choice and control:  

the right to  

independent living –

Summary 

June 2012 

This summary report outlines the findings of interview-

based research carried out in 2010 and 2011 in nine EU 

Member States with persons with mental health 

problems and persons with intellectual disabilities. The 

research examined how they experience the principles 

of autonomy, inclusion and participation in their day-to-

day lives. 

en - fr - de 

da - el 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability_key%20rights_factsheet_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability_key%20rights_factsheet_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability_key%20rights_factsheet_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability_key%20rights_factsheet_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability_key%20rights_factsheet_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability_key%20rights_factsheet_SV.pdf
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FRA opinion on 

proposed EU 

regulation on 

property 

consequences of 

registered 

partnerships 

June 2012 

FRA delivered an opinion on the proposed EU law on the 

property consequences of registered international 

partnerships, following a request from European 

Parliament on 25 April 2012. The proposed regulation 

(COM(2011) 127 final) does not offer civil partners the 

same choice as married couples over which national 

law applies. The opinion concludes that the proposed 

law does not provide convincing reasons for denying 

registered partners a comparable choice as would be 

offered to married couples. This runs a serious risk of 

violating the principle of equal treatment under EU law. 

en 

 

The situation of 

Roma in 11 EU 

Member States – 

Survey results at 

a glance 

May 2012 

Roma - Europe's largest minority of 10-12 million 

people - continue to experience discrimination and 

social exclusion; and they are not sufficiently aware of 

their rights guaranteed by EU law, such as the Racial 

Equality Directive. This report presents the first results 

of the FRA Roma pilot survey and the UNDP/World 

Bank/European Commission regional Roma survey 

carried out in 2011. 

en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet:  

The situation of 

Roma in 11 EU 

Member States – 

Survey results at 

a glance 

May 2012 

This factsheet presents the first results of the Roma 

pilot survey and the UNDP/World Bank/European 

Commission regional Roma survey carried out in 2011. 

The results presented are based on an analysis of only 

part of the available data.  

en - fr -de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - 

hr- it - lv - lt - 

hu - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk - sl - 

fi - sv - Romani 

 

Factsheet:  

FRA survey of 

Jewish people’s 

experiences and 

perceptions of 

antisemitism 

March 2012 

The existing data in EU Member States on the nature, 

extent and the effects of antisemitism on Jewish people 

are patchy and not comparable, as FRA has highlighted 

over the years in its annual updates on antisemitism. 

This factsheet provides background information about 

the FRA survey among Jewish populations in selected 

EU Member States focusing on Jewish people’s 

experiences and perceptions of antisemitism. 

en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-factsheet-antisemitism-survey_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-factsheet-antisemitism-survey_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-factsheet-antisemitism-survey_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-factsheet-antisemitism-survey_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub-factsheet-antisemitism-survey_en.htm
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Factsheet: 

Charterpedia – 

Overview of the 

state of protection 

of fundamental 

rights 

March 2012 

The Charterpedia is an online tool published by FRA 

which allows users to access information about 

fundamental rights in the EU and its Member States. It 

is structured around the Charter of Fundamental Rights 

of the EU, making navigation through the information 

easy and user-friendly. Charterpedia is a compilation of 

international, EU and national constitutional law in the 

area of fundamental rights, linked to titles and articles 

of the Charter.  

en 

 

Factsheet:  

Inequalities and 

multiple 

discrimination 

in healthcare 

February 2012 

The factsheet on FRA's project on ‘Inequalities and 

multiple discrimination in healthcare' sketches out the 

policy context and respective legal framework in the 

EU, as well as the project's objectives. These include: 

identifying barriers and experiences of discrimination 

that prevent access to healthcare services for people at 

higher risk of exclusion; mapping policies in EU Member 

States to improve health services for such people; and 

determine ways through which health professionals 

can address the needs of such people. 

en - fr - de  

cs - it - sv 

 

FRA Booklet: 

Who we are, what 

we do, how we do 

it 

February 2012 

To mark five years since the agency was established, 

FRA is publishing a new easy-to-understand booklet 

that explains "who we are, what we do and how we 

do it". 

en - fr - de  

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - hr- 

it - lv - lt - hu - 

nl - pl - pt - ro - 

sk - sl - fi - sv 

 

EASY READ 

What is the 

European Union 

Agency for 

Fundamental 

Rights? 

February 2012 

This booklet provides general information about FRA 

in easy read format. The booklet provides answers to 

the following questions: 

 •What is the FRA? 

 •What does the FRA do? 

 •How does the FRA work? 

en 

 

The Racial Equality 

Directive:  

application and 

challenges 

January 2012 

The Racial Equality Directive (2000/43/EC) is the key 

piece of EU legislation for combating discrimination on 

the grounds of racial or ethnic origin and for giving 

effect to the principle of equal treatment. The present 

report discusses the application of the Racial Equality 

Directive through the laws and practices in the 27 EU 

Member States. In doing so, it explores the challenges 

to the effective realisation of the directive's goals and 

in conclusion discusses how such obstacles might be 

overcome. 

en - fr - de 

http://infoportal.fra.europa.eu/InfoPortal/infobaseShowContent.do?btnCat_40&btnCountryBread_169
http://infoportal.fra.europa.eu/InfoPortal/infobaseShowContent.do?btnCat_40&btnCountryBread_169
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub_factsheet-multdiscrimination-healthcare_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub_factsheet-multdiscrimination-healthcare_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub_factsheet-multdiscrimination-healthcare_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2012/pub_factsheet-multdiscrimination-healthcare_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/pub_racial_equal_directive_synthesis_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/pub_racial_equal_directive_synthesis_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/pub_racial_equal_directive_synthesis_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/pub_racial_equal_directive_synthesis_en.htm
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Factsheet: 

Combating racial 

discrimination 

January 2012 

The Racial Equality Directive, adopted a decade ago, has 

brought about the introduction of new or the 

strengthening of existing legal frameworks. Although 

significant progress has been made towards the 

realisation of racial and ethnic equality, several 

challenges remain to be overcome.  

en - fr - de  
bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

hr- it - lv - lt - 

hu - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 

 

Handbook/Update: 

Handbook on 

European non-

discrimination law: 

Case-law update 

July 2010-

December 2011 

2012 

This update is only a web-document supplementing the 

printed Handbook on European non discrimination law 

and contains no separate identifiers. This first update of 

the Handbook provides summaries of the most 

important cases decided by the European Court of 

Human Rights and the Court of Justice of the European 

Union in the field of non-discrimination after the 

finalisation of the original manuscript in July 2010. It 

follows the structure and the relevant headings of the 

Handbook. 

en - fr  

ro - sv 

2011 

 

Conference paper: 

Fundamental Rights 

Conference 2011 – 

Summary conclusions 

by the FRA 

December 2011 

FRA held its annual Fundamental Rights Conference 

'Dignity and rights of irregular migrants' in Warsaw on 

21-22 November 2011. This paper summarises the 

discussions that took place during the conference and 

presents follow-up activities to be undertaken by FRA. en - fr 

 

Minorities in selected 

newspapers of six EU 

Member States – a 

pilot project 

Working paper 

December 2011 

FRA decided to examine in more depth methodological 

issues related to multilingual analysis of media content 

and launched a pilot project to examine representations 

of minority groups and related issues such as racism, 

discrimination, diversity, integration and migration 

(hereafter, minority-related issues) in the press in six 

Member States. The overarching aim of this project was 

to explore methodological approaches that could make 

a transnational analysis of media content possible, 

while taking into account the journalistic traditions and 

socio-cultural specificities of Member States of the EU. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
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Fundamental rights 

of migrants in an 

irregular situation in 

the European Union 

November 2011 

Securing the fundamental rights of migrants in an 

irregular situation – those who do not fulfil conditions 

for entry, stay or residence in a EU Member State – 

remains a challenge. This FRA report examines the legal 

and practical challenges facing EU Member States as 

they strive to guarantee such migrants’ fundamental 

rights and proposes ways to incorporate those rights 

into the policies, laws and administrative practices that 

affect migrants in irregular situations. 

en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet: 

Fundamental rights 

of migrants in an 

irregular situation in 

the European Union 

November 2011 

The factsheet outlines the main findings of the FRA 

project on fundamental rights of irregular migrants, 

including also the evidence-based advice. It covers the 

following topics: detection and reporting practices; 

access to healthcare, education and justice; and non-

removable irregular migrants. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da - et 

- el - es - hr- it 

- lv - lt - hu - nl 

- pl - pt - ro - sk 

- sl - fi - sv 

 

FRA promotional 

postcard 

November 2011 

Overview of what the European Union Agency for 

Fundamental Rights (FRA) is, its role and main 

activities.  

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

hr - it - lv - lt - 

hu - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 

 

Factsheet: 

FRA research: 

Providing robust, 

comparable data 

and analysis 

November 2011 

According to its founding Regulation, FRA is providing 

“assistance and expertise” to the European Union and 

its Member States to support them “to fully respect 

fundamental rights” when implementing EU law. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - hr- 

it - lv - lt - hu - 

nl - pl - pt -  

ro - sk - sl -  

fi - sv 

 

Factsheet: 

Gender-based 

violence against 

women – an EU-wide 

survey 

October 2011 

A key aspect of women’s well-being and safety is their 

exposure to gender-based violence. Violence against 

women is both an aspect of discrimination and a human 

rights violation. The FRA survey will fill the gap by 

interviewing 40,000 women across the 27 EU Member 

States – and the candidate country Croatia – collecting 

data on the extent, frequency and severity of violence 

against women in the EU, including data on women’s 

access to and experience of police, healthcare and 

victim support services.  

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - hr- 

it - lv - lt - hu - 

nl - pl - pt - ro - 

sk - sl - fi - sv 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
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The legal protection  

of persons with 

mental health 

problems under non-

discrimination law 

October 2011 

The report examines how disability is defined in 

international and European law and then explores the 

obligation to provide reasonable accommodation as 

contained in international and European standards. The 

report's findings show that in almost all EU Member 

States non-discrimination legislation does indeed 

protect persons with mental health problems. In most 

cases persons with mental health problems also benefit 

from reasonable accommodation measures, or other 

protection measures, in the employment context.  

en - fr - de 

da 

 

Human rights 

education at 

Holocaust memorial 

sites across the 

European Union: An 

overview 

of practices 

October 2011 

Most EU Member States have memorial sites and 

museums that both preserve the memory of the 

Holocaust and encourage visitors, in particular young 

people, to reflect on current human rights issues. In this 

handbook, FRA provides examples of the various ways 

in which memorial sites link the history of the Holocaust 

to human rights, ensuring that the past resonates in the 

present and its lessons are brought to bear on difficult 

contemporary issues against its backdrop.  

en 

 

Migrants in an 

irregular situation: 

access to healthcare 

in 10 European Union 

Member States 

October 2011 

This FRA’s report documents the legal, economic and 

practical obstacles that migrants in an irregular situation 

face in accessing healthcare in 10 EU Member States 

and proposes a number of ways to improve this access. 

FRA found in particular that the risk of detection and 

deportation prevents migrants in an irregular situation 

from seeking healthcare, even in those countries where 

it is legally available, and suggests, among other 

improvements, disconnecting healthcare from 

immigration control policies. 

en - fr - de 

non-verified 

language 

version: 

pl - se 

 

Respect for and 

protection of persons 

belonging to 

minorities 2008–

2010 

September 2011 

This report examines what the Treaty of Lisbon means 

for the protection of minorities, and the policies the EU 

has recently adopted in this field. It provides evidence 

of the still persistent phenomenon of discrimination 

found in many areas of life, including employment, 

housing, healthcare and education. 
en 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2011/pub-legal-protection-persons-mental-health-problems_en.htm
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FRA work on 

disability:  

poster and  

postcards 

September 2011 

The poster introduces the work of the FRA disability 

project. It gives a brief overview of what the project is, 

who it is working with and why.  

Under the CRPD, people with disabilities are no longer 

considered unable to play an active role in society. 

Instead of viewing people with disabilities as the 

problem, the barriers they face are clearly recognised 

as the source of the problem. FRA calls this approach 

the enabling model of disability. This visual postcard 

illustrates the two opposing views with easily 

understandable examples. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da - et 

- el - es - it - lv 

- lt - hu - nl - pl 

- pt - ro - sk - fi 

- sv 

 

Conference paper: 

Fundamental Rights 

Conference 2010: 

ensuring justice and 

protection for 

all children 

September 2011 

The Fundamental Rights Conference, the flagship FRA 

annual event, focused in 2010 on ensuring justice and 

protection for all children, including those who are most 

vulnerable. The conference took stock of the challenges 

faced by EU Member States, incorporating feedback 

from children themselves. It then devoted working 

groups to identifying evidence-based solutions and 

strategies.   

en 

 

Infosheet: 

FRA research: 

Providing robust, 

comparable data and 

analysis 

August 2011 

FRA provides "assistance and expertise on fundamental 

rights to the relevant institutions and authorities of the 

Community and its Member States," in line with its 

founding regulation 168/2007. FRA bases this 

assistance on evidence, produced by its teams of legal 

and social science experts, who collect and analyse 

"objective, reliable and comparable information and 

data". 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da - et 

- el - es - hr- it 

- lv - lt - hu - nl 

- pl - pt - ro - sk 

- sl - fi - sv 

 

Factsheet: 

The FRA disability 

project  

August 2011 

This factsheet delves deeper into the aims and 

objectives of the project. It explains the policy context 

behind the research while outlining some of the key 

issues that are being tackled and how they will be 

addressed. en - fr - de 

bg - da - el -  

hu - ro - sv 
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Factsheet: 

Key rights of persons 

with disabilities: an 

introduction 

August 2011 

This factsheet describes some of the existing rights of 

people with disabilities, as set out under the UN 

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

(CRPD). The factsheet focuses in particular on ending 

discrimination, equal recognition by law, access to 

justice, the prevention of inhumane treatment, 

independent living and the right to political 

participation. 

en - fr - de 

bg - el - hu -  

lv - ro - sv 

 

FRA Symposium 

report 

Using indicators to 

measure 

fundamental rights in 

the EU: challenges 

and solutions 

July 2011 

This report comprises a general overview of the most 

current opportunities and challenges concerning 

indicators, as well as some more specific conclusion 

from five thematic working groups. 

en 

 

Migrants, minorities 

and employment – 

Exclusion and 

discrimination in the 

27 Member States of 

the European Union 

(Update 2003–2008) 

July 2011 

The 2003-2008 update on the exclusion and 

discrimination of migrants, minorities and employment 

in the 27 EU Member States provides a comparative 

overview and analysis of data and information 

documenting discrimination in the workplace and 

labour markets across the European Union. It highlights 

developments that occurred between 2003 and 2008, 

and assesses the lack of data with a view to developing 

strategies to improve data availability and 

comparability at EU level.  

en - fr - de 

 

Migrants in an 

irregular situation 

employed in 

domestic work: 

Fundamental rights 

challenges for the 

European Union and 

its Member State 

July 2011 

This report is the result of a project by FRA on the 

situation of migrants in an irregular situation in the EU. 

It is the first of two thematic reports which 

complements a comprehensive overview of the 

fundamental rights situation of migrants in an irregular 

situation in the EU's 27 Member States. 
en - fr - de 
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Fourth annual 

meeting of the 

Fundamental rights 

Platform: highlights 

of discussions and 

work sessions 

July 2011 

The Fundamental Rights Platform (FRP), an annual 

networking event between FRA and the civil society, 

looked in 2011 at issues including access to justice and 

the role of civil society in fostering such access. It also 

considered the challenges and opportunities facing civil 

society with respect to the UN Convention on the Rights 

of Persons with Disabilities (CRDP).  

en 

 

Annual report 2010 

Fundamental rights: 

challenges and 

achievements in 

2010 

June 2011 

2010 marked the first year the EU operated on the basis 

of a legally binding bill of rights – the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights of the EU. The Annual report puts 

the spotlight on the EU and its Member States’ 

achievements and challenges as they strive to inject 

robust life into their fundamental rights commitments.  
en - fr - de 

 

Highlights 

Fundamental rights: 

key legal and policy 

developments 

in 2010 

Summary 

June 2011 

This Annual Report summary highlights selected key 

issues in the fundamental rights field, covering the 

following topics: asylum, immigration and integration; 

border control and visa policy; information society and 

data protection; the rights of the child and protection of 

children; equality and non-discrimination; racism and 

ethnic discrimination; participation of EU citizens in the 

Union’s democratic functioning; access to efficient and 

independent justice; and victims compensation. 

en - fr - de 

hu - pl 

 

Annual Activity 

Report 2010 

June 2011 

The FRA Annual activity report provides an account of 

the activities and achievements of FRA during the 

previous year (in 2010). 

en 
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Antisemitism – 

Overview of the 

situation in the 

European Union  

2001–2010 

June 2011 

The FRA’s data collection work over recent years shows 

that few EU Member States have official data and 

statistics on antisemitic incidents. Even where data 

exist, they are not comparable, since they are collected 

using different definitions and methodologies. 

Furthermore, in many EU Member States Jewish 

organisations or other civil society organisations do not 

collect data on antisemitic incidents in a systematic 

way, as there is no complaints mechanism in place to 

receive and investigate allegations.  

en 

 

Opinion of the FRA 

on the Proposal for a 

Directive on the use 

of Passenger Name 

Record (PNR) data  

June 2011 

Upon request of the European Parliament, FRA 

presented an expert opinion on the fundamental rights 

compliance of a proposal for a directive on the use of 

Passenger Name Record (PNR) data for the prevention, 

detection, investigation and prosecution of terrorist 

offences and serious crime (COM(2011) 32 final). This 

was a follow-up request to the FRA opinion related to 

PNR from October 2008.  

en - fr - de 

 

Homophobia, 

transphobia and 

discrimination on 

grounds of sexual 

orientation and 

gender identity in 

the EU Member 

States - 

Summary of findings, 

trends, challenges 

and promising 

practices  

June 2011 

This synthesis report builds on previous FRA legal and 

social research from 2008 and 2009, enabling, for the 

first time, a review of legal trends. Its findings show that 

although the EU and Member States have made 

significant progress towards the realization of equality 

that progress is occurring at a variety of speeds, 

resulting in an uneven and uncoordinated response to 

discrimination in areas including protection from abuse 

and violence or freedom of assembly. The report also 

explores possible options for Member States to combat 

discrimination moving forward, such as targeted data 

collection or the promotion of even-handed debates.  

en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet:  

Key legal trends in 

the protection of 

LGBT rights in the EU 

(2008–2010) 

May 2011 

The factsheet looks at six key legal trends, both positive 

and negative, in the protection of LGBT rights in the EU 

from 2008 to 2010. The factsheet highlights evidence-

based FRA advice to tackle problems still facing LGBT 

persons in the EU. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

ga - hr- it - lv - 

lt - hu - mt -  

nl - pl - pt - ro - 

sk - sl - fi - sv 
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Factsheet:  

Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual and 

Transgender (LGBT) 

rights in the 

European Union 

May 2011 

The factsheet points to proactive EU Member State 

initiatives to protect the rights of LGBT persons and 

highlights evidence-based advice from FRA to tackle 

remaining problems. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

ga - it - lv - lt - 

hu - mt - nl -  

pl - pt - ro - sk - 

sl - fi - sv 

 

Access to justice 

in Europe: an 

overview of 

challenges and 

opportunities 

March 2011 

This report provides an EU-wide comparative analysis 

of the effectiveness of access to justice across the EU 

Member States. Launched on 23 March at the 

conference "Protecting victims in the EU: the road 

ahead" hosted in Budapest by the Hungarian 

Presidency of the Council of the EU with the support of 

FRA, the report emphasises the obstacles that make it 

difficult for victims to enforce their rights. 

en - fr - de 

hu - hr 

non-verified 

language 

version: pl 

 

Factsheet: 

Access to justice 

in Europe 

March 2011 

According to international and European human rights 

law, EU Member States must guarantee everyone the 

right to go to court, or to an alternative dispute 

resolution body, and to get a remedy where their rights 

are violated. This is the right of access to justice. 

Without it, victims are not able to enforce their rights or 

put right the damage suffered. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - hr- 

it - lv - lt - hr -

hu - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk - sl - 

fi - sv 

 

Handbook on 

European non-

discrimination law 

March 2011 

The Handbook on European non-discrimination law is 

jointly produced by the European Court of Human Rights 

and FRA. It is a comprehensive guide to non-

discrimination law and relevant key concepts. The 

handbook is the first publication to present and explain 

the body of non-discrimination law stemming from the 

European Convention on Human Rights and European 

Union law as a single, converging legal system.  

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

el - es - et - fi - 

hr - hu - it - lt -

lv - nl - pl - pt - 

ro - sk - sl - sv 

in cooperation: 

Catalan, 

Macedonian, 

Korean, Turkish, 
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http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/eu-midis/eumidis_roma_en.h
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Coping with a 

fundamental rights 

emergency -  

The situation of 

persons crossing the 

Greek land border in 

an irregular manner 

Thematic situation 

report 

March 2011 

The study is based on field research carried out by FRA 

in January 2011 and describes the fundamental rights 

situation of persons irregularly entering the EU's 

external border between Greece and Turkey. Everyone 

is automatically detained, including children, pregnant 

women and babies. Conditions in the detention centres 

of the Evros region can only be described as inhumane. 

Although the situation is recognised as a fundamental 

rights emergency, no emergency measures have yet 

been implemented – despite the availability of EU funds. 

en 

 

Opinion of the 

European Union 

Agency for 

Fundamental Rights 

on the draft Directive 

regarding the 

European 

Investigation Order 

(EIO) 

February 2011 

As requested by the European Parliament, the FRA 

opinion addresses the issue of fundamental rights 

standards for an instrument involving mutual 

recognition of investigation orders. It provides an 

overview of existing European standards, with 

particular emphasis on elements of fair trial, based on 

the Court of Justice of the European Union and the 

European Court of Human Rights case law. 

en 

 

 

EU-MIDIS  

Data in Focus 5: 

Multiple 

discrimination 

February 2011 

The findings of the EU-MIDIS survey show that people 

belonging to ‘visible' minorities, such as Roma and 

people of African origin, are more likely to suffer 

multiple discrimination - that is, being discriminated on 

more than one ground- than other minorities. Another 

relevant ground for discrimination that could increase 

the experience of multiple discrimination are socio-

economic factors such as living with a low income. 

en - fr - de 

 

S'cool Agenda 2011: 

Helping you to 

organise your daily 

activities! 

January 2011 

The 2011 Agenda does not only help young people to 

keep track of their daily activities and homework, but is 

also intended to raise awareness on fundamental rights 

issues in Europe. S'Cool Agenda provides useful 

information on topics like racism, xenophobia, 

discrimination and homophobia as well as a calendar of 

commemorative days and a number of other features. 

en - fr - de 

es - it - hu - pl 
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2010 

 

Separated, asylum-

seeking children in 

European Union 

Member States 

Comparative report 

December 2010 

The report looks at the children's living conditions as 

well as legal issues and procedures which concern 

them. The different findings correspond to the various 

settings in which these children live, thereby addressing 

the need to incorporate children's views and 

experiences into work that seeks to inform policy 

action. The challenge for the EU and its Member States 

is how to deal with this issue effectively, while fully 

respecting fundamental rights and acting in the best 

interests of each child. 

en - fr - de 

 

Separated, asylum-

seeking children in 

European Union 

Member States 

Summary report 

December 2010 

This summary highlights the key findings of the FRA 

research on separated, asylum-seeking children in EU 

Member States. It examines the experiences of 336 

separated, asylum-seeking children and those of 302 

adults responsible for their care across 12 EU Member 

States. 

en - fr - de 

pl 

 

Protecting 

fundamental rights 

during the economic 

crisis 

Working paper 

December 2010 

In 2009, the European Union Member States 

experienced the most severe economic downturn since 

the Great Depression of the 1930s. Since December 

2008, following the outburst of the economic crisis in 

the autumn of 2008, FRA has monitored the 

development of the situation from the perspective of 

fundamental rights. The Agency’s observations are 

based on a variety of sources and focused on 

phenomena of racism and xenophobia, as well as issues 

such as unemployment, the situation of vulnerable 

groups and, to a limited extent, measures taken that 

affect public spending on social protection. 

en 

 

Developing 

indicators for 

the protection, 

respect and 

promotion of 

the rights of the child 

in the European 

Union 

December 2010 

Following the 2006 European Commission 

Communication ‘Towards a Strategy on the Rights of 

the Child', the Commission asked FRA, in July 2007 to 

develop indicators to measure how child rights are 

implemented, protected, respected and promoted 

across the EU. FRA has developed a series of indicators 

for the protection, respect and promotion of the rights 

of the child in the EU on the basis of EU competence in 

this area. These indicators are not intended to monitor 

compliance with international standards and 

conventions but to guide the Agency’s data collection 

and research, allowing it to develop evidence-based 

opinions.  

en 
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Detention of third-

country nationals in 

return procedures 

November 2010 

FRA examined law and practice in the EU–27 on the 

deprivation of liberty of irregular migrants pending their 

removal against the applicable international human 

rights law framework.  
en - fr - de 

 

 

Factsheet:  

Detention of third-

country nationals in 

return procedures  

November 2010 

FRA examined law and practice in the EU–27 on the 

deprivation of liberty of irregular migrants pending their 

removal against the applicable international human 

rights law framework. 
en - fr - de 

pl 

 

Homophobia, 

transphobia and 

discrimination on 

grounds of sexual 

orientation and 

gender identity 

Update 2010 

November 2010 

This report updates the FRA comparative legal analysis 

of discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and 

gender identity first published in June 2008. It presents 

the situation as it stood at the end of 2009, though 

information gathered in 2010 has been incorporated to 

the greatest possible extent. Five main trends among 

EU Member States can be noted from the information 

presented in this report. 

en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet: 

Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual and 

Transgender (LGBT) 

rights in the 

European Union 

November 2010 

The factsheet points to proactive EU Member State 

initiatives to protect the rights of LGBT persons and 

highlights evidence-based advice from FRA to tackle 

remaining problems. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

el - es - et - fi - 

ga - hu - it - lt 

lv - mt - nl - pl 

pt - ro - sk - sl - 

sv 

 

Factsheet: 

Key legal trends in 

the protection of 

LGBT rights in the EU 

(2008–2010) 

November 2010 

The factsheet looks at six key legal trends, both 

positive and negative, in the protection of LGBT rights 

in the EU from 2008 to 2010. The factsheet highlights 

evidence-based FRA advice to tackle problems still 

facing LGBT persons in the EU. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

el - es - et - fi - 

ga - hr - hu -  

it - lt - lv - mt - 

nl - pl - pt - ro - 

sk - sl - sv 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/pub_detention_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/pub_detention_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/pub_detention_en.htm
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Excursion to the past 

– teaching for the 

future: handbook for 

teachers 

November 2010 

The handbook emphasises the link between teaching 

about the Holocaust and other Nazi crimes, and 

teaching about human rights and democracy. Teachers 

and guides of memorial sites or museums are key to 

ensuring that the connection between Holocaust and 

human rights education is recognised. However, there 

is a lack of human rights training available for both 

groups. FRA thus encourages national governments to 

better integrate education on the Holocaust and human 

rights into their school curricula to reflect the 

significance of human rights in both the history and the 

future of the EU.  

en - fr - de 

cs - da - it - lt - 

nl - pl 

 

The right to political 

participation of 

persons with mental 

health problems and 

persons with 

intellectual 

disabilities 

November 2010 

This report provides the first results from a legal study 

carried out by FRA in the context of its project on the 

"Fundamental rights of persons with intellectual 

disabilities and persons with mental health problems". 

The report first recalls the international and European 

standards favouring the full participation of persons 

with intellectual disabilities and persons with mental 

health problems in the electoral process. The 

comparative law analysis then highlights the diverse 

approaches adopted in the EU Member States. In a 

majority of these, persons who have lost their legal 

capacity are automatically deprived of their right to 

political participation.  

en - fr - de 

 

non-verified 

language 

versions: 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

ga - hr- it - lv - 

lt - hu - mt -  

nl - pl - pt - ro - 

sk - sl - fi - sv 

 

Factsheet: 

The fundamental 

rights of persons 

with intellectual 

disabilities and 

persons with mental 

health problems 

Novembre 2010 

This factsheet examines the policy context and key 

issues of the first FRA disability project, which is the first 

of FRA in the area of disability. The project, carried out 

in the spirit of the CRPD, aims to assess the fundamental 

rights situation of some of the most vulnerable groups 

of persons with disabilities, namely those with 

intellectual disabilities and those with mental health 

problems. 

en - fr - de 

bg - da - el -  

hu - ro - sv 

 

EASY READ 

The rights of people 

with mental health 

problems and 

intellectual 

disabilities to take 

part in politics 

November 2010 

This summary in easy read format provides information 

about FRA’s work on the right to vote of persons with 

intellectual disabilities.  

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability-factsheet_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability-factsheet_DA.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability-factsheet_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability-factsheet_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability-factsheet_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/disability-factsheet_SV.pdf
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EASY READ 

The rights of people 

with intellectual 

disabilities and 

people with mental 

health problems 

November 2010 

This presentation in easy read provides information 

about FRA and the project on fundamental rights of 

persons with intellectual disabilities and persons with 

mental health problems. en 

 

Racism, ethnic 

discrimination 

and exclusion of 

migrants and 

minorities in sport: 

the situation in 

the EU 

Report 

October 2010 

Racism and ethnic discrimination in sport have 

increasingly become a public issue in European sport 

over the past decades. This report examines the 

occurrence and different forms of racism, ethnic 

discrimination and exclusionary practices in sports in 

the EU. The findings show that despite significant 

progress made in past years, sport continues to face a 

number of challenges related to racism and ethnic 

discrimination. 

en 

 

Racism, ethnic 

discrimination and 

exclusion of 

migrants and 

minorities in sport: 

The situation in the 

European Union 

Summary 

October 2010 

The summary report focuses on the following: Purpose, 

scope and structure of the research ; the European 

level: actors and measures ; the national level ; 

regulations and measures at European and national 

level. en 

 

Infosheet:  

Racism in sport 

October 2010 

This infosheet provides the highlights of FRA’s research 

on ‘Racism, ethnic discrimination and exclusion of 

migrants and minorities in sport: the situation in the 

European Union’. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

ga - it - lv - lt - 

hu - mt - nl -  

pl - pt - ro - sk - 

sl - fi - sv 

 

Experience of 

discrimination, 

social 

marginalisation and 

violence among 

Muslim and non-

Muslim Youth 

October 2010 

FRA published results from a survey of 3,000 Muslim 

and non-Muslim young people about their experiences 

of and attitudes towards discrimination, social 

marginalisation and violence. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_BG.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_CZ.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_DK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_EL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_ES.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_IT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LV.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_LT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_HU.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_NL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PL.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_PT.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_RO.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SK.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_FI.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/attachments/FRA-disabilities-postcard_SE.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/styles/fra_large/public/fra_images/easy-read-rights-intellectual-disabilities-mental-health-problems.jpg
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Infosheet:  

Experience of 

discrimination, 

social 

marginalisation and 

violence among 

Muslim and non-

Muslim Youth 

October 2010 

This infosheet offers a brief overview of FRA’s research 

on ‘Experience of discrimination, social marginalisation 

and violence among Muslim and non-Muslim Youth’. 

en - fr - de 

et - es - lv -  

pt - ro - sv 

 

EU-MIDIS 

Data in Focus 4:  

Police stops and 

minorities 

October 2010 

EU-MIDIS Data in Focus report 4 focuses on the 

experiences of police stops of the 23 500 individuals 

with an ethnic minority or immigrant background 

interviewed as part of the survey. The report also 

contains results showing levels of trust in the police 

from the EU-MIDIS Survey. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

el - es - et - fi - 

it - hu - lt - lv -

nl - pl - pt - ro - 

sk - sl - sv 

 

Understanding  

and preventing 

discriminatory  

ethnic profiling:  

A guide 

October 2010 

When a decision to stop an individual is motivated 

solely or mainly by virtue of a person's race, ethnicity 

or religion, this constitutes discriminatory ethnic 

profiling. Such practices can serve to alienate certain 

communities in the EU, and in turn can contribute to 

inefficient policing. The FRA guide aims to help the 

police address and avoid discriminatory ethnic profiling, 

and is designed to be used as a tool for more effective 

policing. 

en - fr - de 

el - es - it - pl - 

ro - bg - cs -  

da - et - hr - fi - 

lt - lv - hu - nl - 

pt - sk - sl - sv 

 

Infosheet: 

Police stops and 

minorities: 

understanding and 

preventing 

discriminatory 

ethnic profiling 

October 2010 

This infosheet highlights and summarises the main 

findings of the EU-MIDIS Data in Focus 4: ‘Police stops 

and minorities’ and provides information on key 

concepts with regard to discriminatory ethnic profiling.  

 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - fi - 

ga - it - lv - lt - 

hu - mt - nl -  

pl - pt - ro -  

sk - sl - sv 

 

The impact of the 

Racial Equality 

Directive - Views of 

trade unions and 

employers in the 

European Union 

Summary report 

October 2010 

This summary report highlights the main findings of the 

report on the views of employer organisations and 

trade union regarding the impact of the Racial Equality 

Directive. 
en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/eu-midis/index_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/publications/publications_per_year/2010/pub_ethnic-profiling_en.htm
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Access to effective 

remedies: The 

asylum-seeker 

perspective  

Thematic report 

September 2010 

Drawing on evidence from interviews with almost 900 

asylum seekers of 65 different nationalities across the 

27 EU Member States, this report presents asylum-

seeker experiences in submitting an appeal against a 

negative asylum decision. While documenting good 

practices, it also highlights several obstacles which 

make it difficult for asylum applicants to access 

effective remedies. 

en - fr - de 

 

The duty to inform 

applicants about 

asylum procedures: 

The asylum-seeker 

perspective 

Thematic report 

September 2010 

A fair asylum procedure is one where applicants know 

their rights and duties, and where they understand its 

different stages. The right to be informed at decisive 

moments of the procedure is an important element of 

procedural fairness. Drawing on evidence from 

interviews with almost 900 asylum seekers, this report 

examines the information that asylum seekers have on 

the asylum procedure. In particular, it looks at the main 

source of information for asylum seekers, which type of 

information they receive, and when and how they 

receive it. 

en - fr - de 

 

Infosheet: 

The duty to inform 

applicants about 

the asylum 

procedure  

September 2010 

This infosheet provides summary of the thematic report 

on the duty to inform applicants about the asylum 

procedure.  

en - fr - de 

 

Factsheet:  

The Fundamental 

rights position of 

Roma and 

Travellers in the 

European Union 

August 2010 

This factsheet presents in a nutshell some of the key 

findings of the Fundamental Rights Agency's research 

on the situation of Roma and Travellers in the EU. 
en - fr - de 

bg - cs - es -  

it - hu - ro -  

sk - fi 
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Factsheet 

A rights-based 

approach to HIV 

in the 

European Union  

July 2010 

The factsheet "A rights-based approach to HIV in the 

European Union" is the contribution of FRA to the 

International AIDS Conference 2010, Vienna 18-23 July. 

en 

 

FRA opinion: 

The use of body 

scanners: 

10 questions 

and answers 

July 2010 

‘Body scanners’ is a generic term used for a technology 

that is capable of detecting objects carried under 

clothes. This new security technology is currently 

discussed to replace walk-through metal detectors in 

the field of civil aviation. It is in this context that the 

Agency publishes 10 short FRA-answers to ten 

questions that were tabled by the European 

Commission in the course of a public consultation on the 

issue of body scanners at the turn of 2008-2009.  

en 

 

Annual report 2010 

June 2010 

The report covers information, events and 

developments in the EU for the year 2009, after the 

entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon. The report relies 

on data collected from the ground to describe the 

situation of fundamental rights in all 27 Member States. 

Main areas studied include discrimination, racist 

violence and crime, ethnic discrimination in areas of 

everyday life, immigration and detention, and personal 

data protection. The report includes an overview of 

developments in a range of other fundamental rights 

areas, in line with the Agency's mandate. 

en - fr - de 

 

Annual Activity 

Report 2009 

June 2010 

The FRA Annual activity report provides an account of 

the activities and achievements of FRA during the 

previous year (in 2009). 

en - fr 

 

Data Protection in 

the European Union: 

the role of National 

Data Protection 

Authorities  

May 2010 

The data protection study presents a comparative 

overview and analysis of the national data protection 

authorities. This comparative report was developed on 

the basis of the 27 national studies produced by the 

FRALEX research network of legal experts. In the 

section on rights awareness, results from the 

Eurobarometer and other studies/surveys carried out in 

the Member States are presented to provide an 

overview of rights awareness among the public with 

regard to data protection. 

en - fr - de 
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The impact of the 

Racial Equality 

Directive – Views of 

trade unions and 

employers in the 

European Union 

Comparative 

overview 

May 2010 

This report constitutes one part of the FRA's 

interdisciplinary research on the impact of the Racial 

Equality Directive. The present report focuses on the 

views of Europe's employer organisations, trade unions 

and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 

concerning the application of the directive in practice, 

with a sole focus on the area of employment. 

en – fr - de 

 

National Human 

Rights Institutions 

in the EU Member 

States 

May 2010 

This report is intended to identify gaps and concerns in 

the fundamental rights architecture in the European 

Union. Data protection authorities, equality bodies, and 

national human rights institutions all constitute a 

cornerstone in this architecture. en 

 

EU-MIDIS  

Data in Focus 3:  

Rights Awareness 

May 2010 

EU-MIDIS "Data in Focus" report 3 focuses on 

respondents' knowledge about their rights in the field 

of non-discrimination, including knowledge about 

Equality Bodies in Member States. The Data In Focus 3: 

report on Rights Awareness relates to article 21, non-

discrimination, as enriched in the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights of the European Union. 

en - fr - de 

 

Circle of rights 

May 2010 

This circle-shaped flyer gives information on 

fundamental rights and their impact upon peoples' lives 

at every stage.  
en - fr - de 

 

FRA Brochure  

May 2010 

This brochure gives an overview of the activities of FRA 

and of its mandate.  

en - fr - de 
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Antisemitism 

Summary overview 

of the situation in 

the European Union  

2001-2009 

April 2010 

FRA presents its 6th update of its 2004 report 

"Manifestations of Antisemitism in the EU". This update 

contains the latest governmental and non-

governmental statistical data covering 2001 to 2009 

for those EU Member States that have official or 

unofficial data and statistics on Antisemitic incidents. 
en 

 

The state of Roma 

and Travellers 

Housing in the 

European Union. 

Steps towards 

Equality 

Summary report 

March 2010 

The aim of this report is to provide summary overview 

of the current situation of Roma and Traveller housing 

in the EU, bringing together some findings from the 

FRA’s report on Roma and Travellers housing and data 

from the EU-MIDIS.  en - es 

 

Discover the past 

for the future:  

The role of 

historical sites and 

museums in 

Holocaust education 

and human rights 

education in the EU  

Main report 

January 2010 

The Holocaust has rightfully become an integral part of 

the collective cultural memory of Europe and the world. 

This report outlines the findings of the first EU-wide 

research on the role of Holocaust-related sites and 

exhibitions in educating young Europeans about the 

Holocaust and human rights. With this research, the two 

fields of Holocaust education and human rights 

education are brought together and it suggests how the 

merging of the two could develop into a new 

knowledge of past and present. 

en - fr - de 

 

 

Discover the past 

for the future:  

The role of 

historical sites and 

museums in 

Holocaust education 

and human rights 

education in the EU  

Summary report 

January 2010 

This summary report provides selected findings, 

discussion points and recommendations derived from 

the research on the role of historical sites and museums 

in Holocaust education and human rights education in 

the EU.  
en - fr - de 
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S'cool Agenda 2010 

December 2010 

The 2010 edition provides helpful definitions, examples 

and personal stories as well as a wide range of useful 

tools, such as the "human rights temperature" test, a 

glossary, and tips about how to fight discrimination. 

en - fr - de 

 

EU-MIDIS  

Main Results Report 

December 2009 

This report presents the main results from EU-MIDIS, the 

FRA's European Union Minorities and Discrimination 

Survey. The results of the survey reveal evidence about 

the discrimination faced by minorities in everyday life; 

in the classroom, when looking for work, at the doctor's, 

or in shops.  
en - fr - de 

 

FRA comments on 

the Presidency 

Draft Stockholm 

Programme 

Opinion paper 

November 2009 

On 16 October the Swedish Presidency presented a 

"draft of the Stockholm Programme" that is to be 

adopted at the EU summit in December 2009. Following 

this publication, the Fundamental Rights Agency has 

presented the following Opinion paper "FRA Comments 

on the Presidency Draft Stockholm Programme".  
en 

 

The situation of 

Roma EU citizens 

moving to and 

settling in other EU 

Member States 

Full report 

November 2009 

EU citizens have the right to move and live anywhere in 

the European Union, provided that they meet certain 

conditions. This is an important right to achieve 

European integration and is included in the European 

Union Charter of Fundamental Rights (Article 45). 

However, FRA research shows that many Roma EU 

citizens settling in another Member State in search of 

better conditions continue to experience racism, 

discrimination and exclusion. 

The new report released by the Agency highlights the 

case of the Roma and their particular challenges in 

exercising these rights.  

en - fr - de 

bg - es - it -  

ro - fi 

http://www.se2009.eu/polopoly_fs/1.19577!menu/standard/file/Draft_Stockholm_Programme_16_October_2009.pdf
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The situation of 

Roma EU citizens 

moving to and 

settling in other EU 

Member States 

Summary report 

November 2009 

Summary of FRA’s report on ‘The situation of Roma EU 

citizens moving to and settling in other EU Member 

States.’ 

en - fr - de 

bg - es - it -  

ro - fi 

 

Infosheet  

The situation of 

Roma EU citizens 

moving to and 

settling in other EU 

Member States 

November 2009 

This Infosheet presents the main findings of the report 

on the situation of Roma EU citizens moving to and 

settling in other EU Member States. 

en 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es -  

ga - it - lv - lt - 

hu - mt - nl -  

pl - pt - ro - sk - 

sl - fi - sv 

 

Selected positive 

initiatives - The 

situation of Roma 

EU citizens moving 

to and settling in 

other EU Member 

States 

November 2009 

Selected positive initiatives from FRA’s research on ‘The 

situation of Roma EU citizens moving to and settling in 

other EU Member States.’ 

 en - fr - de 

bg - es - it -  

ro - fi 

 

Housing conditions 

of Roma and 

Travellers in the 

European Union 

Comparative report 

Summary report 

October 2009 

This report gives evidence that Roma and Travellers are 

strongly disadvantaged in private and social housing 

throughout the EU. This includes discrimination in access 

to housing, poor housing conditions, segregation, and 

forced evictions. The report highlights shortcomings 

and good practices across the EU.  

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - es -  

hu - ro - sk 

 

Housing 

discrimination 

against Roma in 

selected EU 

Member States. An 

analysis of EU-MIDIS 

data 

October 2009 

This report explores experiences and perceptions of 

racism and discrimination when accessing housing in 

the light of the data provided by the FRA EU-MIDIS 

survey. The report examines why many incidents of 

racism and discrimination concerning Roma are nor 

reported, and highlights the perceived level of 

understanding among Roma community of their rights 

under the law and their understanding of mechanisms 

for redress. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - es -  

hu - ro - sk 
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FRA Opinion on the 

Stockholm 

Programme 

Opinion paper 

July 2009 

The FRA Opinion paper presents a selection primarily 

based on the current thematic priorities of the Agency 

and are inspired by the factual evidence the Agency's 

own research has so far produced. This contribution is 

therefore just a first step in a long term approach of the 

Agency to follow and address the issues in the 

Stockholm Programme. 

en 

 

Child Trafficking 

in the EU - 

Challenges, 

perspectives and 

good practices 

July 2009 

Trafficking in human beings is a major problem both in 

the EU and worldwide. Every year a substantial number 

of children fall victim to trafficking for sexual 

exploitation or other purposes. There are extremely low 

numbers of convictions in child trafficking cases. 

Overall, the report finds that the EU must do more to 

address the issue. FRA calls for better legislation to 

combat child trafficking. The protection and care for 

victims, in particular, must be improved. 

en - fr - de 

 

Homophobia and 

Discrimination on 

Grounds of Sexual 

Orientation and 

Gender Identity in 

the EU Member 

States 

Part II - The Social 

Situation 

June 2009 

The report finds that discrimination, harassment and 

violence against LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 

Transgender) persons are widespread throughout the 

EU. FRA calls on political decision-makers to further 

improve equality legislation and ensure accurate 

reporting, in order to improve the situation. en 

 

Annual report 2009 

June 2009 

The report covers information, events and 

developments on fundamental rights in the EU for the 

year 2008. The Agency's research shows that 

alarmingly few people are aware of their rights and 

where to report incidents of discrimination. Poor data 

collection in the EU-27 continues to hamper the 

implementation of effective policies to combat 

discrimination, whilst gaps in legal protection ensure 

that discrimination continues to thrive in certain areas.  

en - fr - de 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/about_fra/what_we_do/themes/themes_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/research_en.htm
http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/research/research_en.htm
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Annual activity 

report 2008 

June 2009 

The FRA Annual activity report provides an account of 

the activities and achievements of FRA during the 

previous year (in 2008). 

en - fr 

 

EU-MIDIS 

technical report. 

Methodology, 

sampling and 

fieldwork 

June 2009 

The EU-MIDIS technical report and the survey 

questionnaire, made available on FRA’s website, are 

intended for reference and to encourage further survey 

development and implementation by interested 

parties.  en 

 

EU-MIDIS 

Data in Focus 2: 

Muslims 

May 2009 

This report focuses on respondents who identified 

themselves as Muslims, and is the second in a series 

of EU-MIDIS ‘Data in Focus' reports exploring different 

results from the survey. Given the shortage of 

extensive, objective and comparable data on Muslims 

in the European Union, EU-MIDIS provides, for the first 

time, comparable data on how Muslims across the EU 

experience discrimination and victimisation. 

en - fr - de 

bg - da - es -  

it - nl - sl - fi - 

sv 

 

EU-MIDIS.  

European Union 

Minorities and 

Discrimination 

Survey. 

Questionnaire 

April 2009 

The EU-MIDIS survey questionnaire and technical 

report, made available on FRA’s website, are intended 

for reference and to encourage further survey 

development and implementation by interested 

parties. en 

 

EU-MIDIS at 

a glance - 

Introduction to the 

FRA's EU-wide 

discrimination 

survey 

April 2009 

The report gives an overview of the EU-MIDIS survey, 

explaining why the survey was carried out and how it 

was carried out. It also presents some examples of the 

findings of the survey. EU-MIDIS is the first survey of its 

kind to systematically interview minorities in all EU 

Member States about their experiences of 

discriminatory treatment, awareness of rights and 

where to complain about discrimination, being a victim 

of racially motivated crime, and experiences of law 

enforcement and border control. 

en - bg - cs -  

da - et - el -  

es - et - it - lv - 

lt- hu - mt - nl - 

pt - ro - sk - fi - 

sv 
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EU-MIDIS 

Data in Focus 1:  

The Roma 

April 2009 

This report is the first EU-MIDIS ‘Data in Focus' report 

examining discrimination and victimisation experienced 

by the Roma. Of all the groups surveyed by FRA, the 

Roma emerged as the group most vulnerable to 

discrimination and crime. FRA has therefore analysed 

their situation in a ‘data in focus' report, the first in a 

series of reports on minority groups and issues covered 

by the survey. 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - el -  

es - hu - pl -  

ro - sk 

 

Developing 

indicators for the 

protection, respect 

and promotion of 

the rights of the 

child in the 

European Union’  

Summary Report 

March 2009 

This report provides initial results and highlights of the 

FRA report on 'Developing indicators for the protection, 

respect and promotion of the rights of the child in the 

European Union.’ 

en 

 

Antisemitism 

Summary overview 

of the situation in 

the European Union 

2001–2008 

(updated version 

February 2009) 

February 2009 

This publication is the 5th update of its 2004 report 

"Manifestations of antisemitism in the EU" with new 

statistical data. The 2009 report notes that a significant 

number of Member States do not maintain official or 

even unofficial data and statistics on antisemitic 

incidents. For these countries, the Agency provides lists 

of cases reported either ad-hoc by civil society 

organisations or through the media with varying 

degrees of validity and reliability. 

en 

 

Consultation on FRA 

work on Roma and 

Travellers -  

Final consultation 

report 

February 2009 

In order to enhance its work and develop a new 

strategy on addressing the situation of Roma and 

Travellers communities, FRA has consulted in 2008 with 

a number of organisations actively involved in work on 

Roma and Travellers issues and are familiar with the 

work already undertaken by the Agency. The Council of 

Europe, the OSCE, the Decade of Roma Inclusion, the 

European Commission and the European level 

organisations have been included through 

questionnaire consultation and were invited to take 

part at the FRA Roma Consultative meeting on 

9 July 2008. 

en 

http://fra.europa.eu/fraWebsite/eu-midis/
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S’cool Agenda 2009 

January 2009 

The second edition of the S’cool Agenda has been 

actualised and contains more information on 

fundamental rights in the EU. 

en - fr - de 

 

Homophobia and 

Discrimination on 

Grounds of Sexual 

Orientation and 

Gender Identity in 

the EU Member 

States 

Synthesis report 

2009 

This report combines the findings of the FRA’s report 

providing legal analysis Homophobia and Discrimination 

on Grounds of Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity in 

the EU Member States – Part 1 Legal Analysis published 

in 2008 and the 2009 social report of the situation on 

the ground. The aim of this combined report is to 

provide accessible overview of the research for 

decision-makers at all levels of government, civil 

society, equality bodies and other interested in the 

topic.  

en 

[non revised 

versions: bg - 

cs - de - es -  

fr - it] 

 

 

 

 

Factsheets:  

 

Challenges Facing Transgender Persons 

How EU Law Offers Protection from 

Sexual Orientation Discrimination  

Hate Speech and Hate Crimes against LGBT Persons  

Same-Sex Couples, Free Movement of EU citizens, 

Migration and Asylum 

2009 

en 

[non revised 

versions: bg - 

cs - da - de -  

et - el - es - fr - 

ga - it - lv - lt - 

hu - mt - nl - pl 

- pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv ] 

2008  

 

FRA Opinion on 

proposal for a 

Council Framework 

decision on the use 

of Passenger Name 

Record (PNR) 

October 2008 

Upon the request of the French Presidency, FRA 

presented an opinion on the Commission's proposal for 

a Council framework decision on the use of Passenger 

Name Record (PNR) data for law enforcement 

purposes. It provides an overview of relevant 

fundamental rights issues focusing on the right to 

respect of private life, the right to data protection and 

the prohibition of discrimination. 

en 
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Incident report on 

violent attacks 

against Roma in 

Italy 

August 2008 

This report provides information on the impact of the 

recent events in the Ponticelli district of Naples on 

Roma, immigrants, refugees and asylum seekers in 

May-June 2008. The report brings together the basic 

facts on these violent attacks as well as background 

information regarding the situation of Roma in Italy. It 

also describes efforts to address the situation by the 

Italian Authorities and the International Community, in 

particular the European Parliament, the Council of 

Europe, the OSCE, and Civil society organisations. 

en - fr - de 

it - ro 

 

Homophobia and 

Discrimination on 

Grounds of Sexual 

Orientation in the 

EU Member States 

Part I – Legal 

Analysis 

June 2008 

The report examines the situation of homophobia in the 

27 EU Member States. It analyses comparatively key 

legal provisions, relevant judicial data, such as court 

decisions, and case law in the Member States. In 

addition, the report identifies and highlights 'good 

practice' in the form of positive measures and initiatives 

to overcome underreporting of LGBT discrimination, to 

promote inclusion and to protect transgender persons. 

FRA's legal analysis is the first of two reports related to 

homophobia and discrimination experienced by 

members of the LGBT community. 

en 

(1st edition: 

June 2008; 

2nd edition: 

2009) 

 

Annual Report 2008 

June 2008 

The Annual Report 2008 is the first to be produced on 

the basis of FRA’s legal base and mandate. It covers 

information, events and developments related to 

racism and xenophobia in the EU for the year 2007, 

which was the Agency's focus of work prior to the 

adoption of its Multiannual Framework in February 

2008. It gives an overview on the following themes and 

issues, also highlighting examples of good practice: 

legal and institutional initiatives against racism and 

discrimination; racist violence and crime; racism and 

discrimination and preventive initiatives in 

employment, education, housing and health care; and 

developments in EU policy and legislation relevant to 

combating racism and xenophobia. 

en - fr 

 

Annual Report 2008 

Summary 

June 2008 

The report summarises the findings of the Agency's 

Annual report 2008. en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - it - 

lv - lt - hu -  

mt - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 
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European Union 

Agency for 

Fundamental Rights  

Activities in 2007  

June 2008 

The FRA Annual activity report provides an account of 

the activities and achievements of FRA during the 

previous year (in 2007). 
en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - it - 

lv - lt - hu -  

mt - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 

 

FRA’s magazine 

Equal voices 24 

Football versus 

Intolerance 

June 2008 

This edition of FRA’s magazine "Equal Voices" is a 

special edition on "football versus intolerance", which 

brings together perspectives from professional players, 

UEFA president Platini and European politicians, on how 

football can win the match against racism and other 

forms of intolerance. en 

 

FRA’s magazine 

Equal voices 23 

Beyond Tolerance – 

Learning from 

Diversity 

May 2008 

This edition of the FRA magazine deals with intercultural 

dialogue as a way to reap the benefits of diversity. The 

importance of intercultural dialogue was formally 

recognised by the EU in May 2007 when it was adopted 

as one of the three objectives in the first ever European 

Agenda for Culture. Following this, 2008 has been 

declared the European Year of Intercultural Dialogue "to 

promote intercultural dialogue as a tool that will equip 

Europeans to deal with the sweeping changes in their 

cultural environment", as European Commissioner Ján 

Figel says in this Equal Voices issue. 

en 

 

Community 

Cohesion at local 

level: Addressing 

the needs of 

Muslim 

Communities 

March 2008 

The report brings together experiences from a number 

of cities across Europe. It focuses on fields such as 

education, employment and the provision of public 

services which all remain critical for the success of 

building cohesive communities. The report cites 

examples of how mainstreaming non-discrimination 

can contribute to community cohesion and equality in a 

given community and shows that diversity and equality 

can reinforce each other within one community 

cohesion policy vision. Integration does not necessarily 

mean cohesion. 

en - fr - de 
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A Diversity Toolkit 

for factual 

programmes in 

public service 

television 

January 2008 

A Diversity Toolkit for factual programmes in public 

service television was published by FRA in January 2008 

ahead of the European Year of Intercultural Dialogue. 

The Toolkit was developed by media professionals 

under the auspices of the European Broadcasting Union 

(EBU). 

en - fr 

es 

2007  

 

FRA’s magazine 

Equal voices 22 

Equality and 

discrimination 

through the gender 

lens 

December 2007 

"Being an older woman is disadvantageous and being 

additionally a minority, even more so", says Naina Patel 

in this Equal Voices. The theme of this edition of FRA's 

magazine deals with the fact that women's experiences 

of racism and discrimination often differ from those of 

men because they suffer from multiple discrimination 

due to their gender as well as on the basis of ethnic 

origin or race, religion or belief, disability, age, or sexual 

orientation. 

en 

 

S’cool Agenda  

2007-2008 

November 2007 

FRA has produced this school agenda in the context of 

the 2007 European Year of Equal Opportunities for All, 

to seek to make young people more aware of their 

rights to enjoy equal treatment and a life free of 

discrimination. en - de 

 

Progress made in 

equal opportunities 

and non-

discrimination in 

the European Union 

FRA opinion  

October 2007 

FRA Contribution to the European Parliament Public 

Hearing "Progress made in equal opportunities and 

non-discrimination in the European Union". 

en 

http://www.interculturaldialogue2008.eu/
http://www.ebu.ch/en/union/under_banners/CulturalDiversity_2008.php
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/hearings/20071120/empl/programme_en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/hearings/20071120/empl/programme_en.pdf
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FRA’s magazine  

Equal voices 21 

Fundamental Rights 

- a right, not a 

privilege 

October 2007 

This edition of FRA’s "Equal Voices" is devoted to the 

new Agency itself. The new Agency was inaugurated 

by European Commission President José Manuel 

Barroso, together with Austria's Federal Chancellor 

Alfred Gusenbauer, on 1 March 2007. Equal Voices 

presents an overview of the keynote speeches at the 

launch ceremony. The magazine also features an 

interview with Terry Davis, Secretary General of the 

Council of Europe and a snapshot of views expressed by 

NGOs on the new Fundamental Rights Agency. 

en 

 

Trends and 

Developments  

1997-2005: 

Combating Ethnic 

and Racial 

Discrimination and 

Promoting Equality 

in the EU 

July 2007 

This publication summarises and analyses relevant data 

and information collected by the RAXEN network since 

2000. It provides a concise overview of multi-year 

trends in the fight against racism inside the EU, tracing 

the development of racism and related discrimination in 

the period from 1997 to 2005. 
en - fr 

 

Annual report 2007 

- Report on Racism 

and Xenophobia in 

the Member States 

of the EU 

June 2007 

Unequal treatment continues in employment, housing 

and education, according to data collected by FRA. 

Figures for racist crime in 2005 and 2006 are up in a 

number of EU countries. While there are more signs that 

the EU's anti-discrimination legislation is having a 

positive impact, victims of discrimination still lack 

knowledge of the new rules. 

en - de 

 

Activities of the 

European 

Monitoring Centre 

on Racism and 

Xenophobia in 2006 

June 2007 

The Activities of the European Monitoring Centre on 

Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC) in 2006 report 

provides an account of the activities and achievements 

of the EUMC during the previous year (in 2006). 

en - fr - de 

bg - cs - da -  

et - el - es - it - 

lv - lt - hu -  

mt - nl - pl -  

pt - ro - sk -  

sl - fi - sv 
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Data collection and 

research activities 

on racism and 

xenophobia by the 

EUMC 

Working paper 

April 2007 

The aim of this working paper is to describe the 

evolution of the work of the EUMC in gathering and 

analysing data and information on racism, xenophobia, 

discrimination and anti-discrimination since 2000, to 

reflect critically on how these techniques and 

methodologies have contributed to the drive for data 

reliability and comparability, and to show what lessons 

have been learned in order to improve methodologies 

of data collection in the future. 

en 

 

FRA Opinion on the 

Framework Decision 

on Combating 

Racism and 

Xenophobia 

April 2007 

EUMC Contribution to the European Parliament Public 

Hearing "The Framework Decision on Combating 

Racism and Xenophobia", 19 March 2007 

en 

  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2004_2009/organes/libe/libe_20070319_1500_hearing.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2004_2009/organes/libe/libe_20070319_1500_hearing.htm

